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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background

The MHB Ongoing Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP)
Assessment Study was initiated by the Swedish Nuclear Power
Inspectorate (SKI) in 1980. In January, 1981, the Study was
extended due to potentially significant changes in SEP caused
by Congressional action. The extended SEP Assessment Study
elements are contained in Appendix F to this report.

Scope of Report

Three aspects of the SEP Study have not developed
sufficiently to review. First, the impact of Congressional
legislation on SEP and the NRC's safety review of nuclear
power plants has not become evident at this time. Second,
the NRC's planned extension of SEP to review all operating
reactors (V;own as SEP Phase III) is not yet underway. Finally,
since it "s not clear what effect SEP will have on nuclear plants
(i.e., hr ; xiny and what type of final modifications will be
required a.i analysis of the ultimate value of SEP would be
prematur .•

T \e above three aspects of SEP, which would be included
in a fine) assessment report on SEP, cannot be included in this
report, riowever, since the NRC is beginning to publish the
first i nt review reports under the Systematic Evaluation
Program, MHB feels that a status report at this time is important
and wor'hwhile.

rherefore, this MHB report is intended as a status
report .'..id initial evaluation of the Systematic Evaluation
Program The report discusses the methodology and results of
SEP, witn particular emphasis on the first two SEP plant reviews-
the Palisades and R. E. Ginna nuclear power plants. The comments
of cognizant persons in the NRC and the ACRS, as well as private
consultants, are included herein. The report identifies the
remaining outstanding issues and concerns for the Systematic
Evaluation Program.
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Major Findings

MHB's major findings, as discussed more fully in the J
sections of this report, are as follows:

• The SEP plant review methodology vas acceptable I
to the NRC Commissioners, the ACRS, and the
NRC Staff's consultants who evaluated the first
two SEP plant reviews. j

• A concern raised by all who commented on SEP
was the absence of Three Mile Island Action j
Plan Items and Unresolved Safety Issues from |
current SEP reviews.

• The SEP reviews of the Palisades and R. E. Ginna I
plants concluded that the two plant designs were
adequate with respect to a majority of safetv
topics. I

• Several topics remain unresolved in both the
Palisades and R. E. Ginna SEP reviews. In the I
case of the Ginna plant, several related topics I
have been grouped together in a major structural
reevaluation study. i

• In general, due to the number of unresolved
and excluded topics, SEP has not at this time
produced a plant safety evaluation which can j
be considered complete and integrated. '

ES-2
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SECTION 1

THE SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM

1.1: SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM HISTORY AND OBJECTIVES

The Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) was initiated

by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in 1977 to re-

view the designs of older operating nuclear reactor plants in

order to reconfirm and document their safety.— The review

provides (1) an assessment of the significance of differences

between current technical positions on safety issues and those

that existed when a particular plant was licensed, C2) a basis

for deciding on how these differences should be resolved in

an integrated plant review, and (3) a documented evaluation of

plant safety.—

The original SEP objectives were:

(1) The program should establish documentation
that shows how the criteria för each operat-
ing plant reviewed compare with current cri-
teria on significant safety issues and should
provide a rationale for acceptable departures
from these criteria.

(2) The program should provide the capability to
make integrated and balanced decisions with
respect to any required backfitting.

(3) The program should be structured for early-
identification and resolution of any signi-
cant deficiencies.

(4) The program should assess the safety adequacy
of the design and operation of currently
licensed nuclear power plants.
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(5) The program should efficiently use available
resources and minimize requirements for ad- -

ditional resources by NRC or industry. _3/ I

The program objectives were later interpreted to ensure that

the SEP also provides safety assessments adequate for conver- I

sion of provisional operating licenses (POL's) to full-term 1

operating licenses (FTOL's).

1.2: SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM, PHASE I •

The SEP review compares the as-built plant design with I

current review criteria from a list of different areas defined

as "topics". Phase I of the SEP comsisted of the formation ||

and refinement of the SEP Topic List. Originally, the List .
4/ I

contained over 800 topics.— The List was further reviewed

and duplications of topics were removed, leaving 137 topics.— I

Topics which were being reviewed as Unresolved Safety Issues

(USI) or Three Mile Island (TMI) Action Plan Tasks were then I

eliminated from the Topic List.- The Final SEP General Topic i

List contained 113 review areas.* For any given plant, some

topics may not be applicable. Thus, the Palisades Nuclear I

Plant review, for example, consisted of ninety topics.—

i
1.3: SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM, PHASE II

Phase II of the SEP consists of applying the Topic List

to the review of a group of nuclear power plants. Eleven plants

* The 137 SEP topics are included herein as Appendix A.
Asterisks mark the 24 topics which are being reviewed
as USI's or TMI Tasks.
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were chosen for review. They include five of the oldest nu-

clear reactor plants and seven plants under NRC revi4w for

the conversion of POL's to FTOL's. Table 1.3-1 shows the

plants selected for the original Phase II program.

SYSTEMATIC

Plant Name

Yankee Rowe
Haddam Neck
Millstone 1
Oyster Creelc
G inn a
Lacrosse
Big Rock Point
Palisades
Dresden 1
Dresden 2
San Onofre

TABLE

EVALUATION

8/
Type^

PWR
PWR
BWR
BWR
PWR
BWR
BWR
PWR
BWR
BWR
PWR

1.3-1

PROGRAM, PHASE II PLANTS

Design
Electric

Type ofq/ Rating , n /

License-7 (MWe-net)—'

FTOL
FTOL
POL
POL
POL
POL
FTOL
POL
FTOL
POL
POL

175
582
660
650
470
50
72

805
200
794
4 36

Date of
Commercial
Operation 11/

July 1, 1961
Jan. 1, 1968
March 1, 1971
Dec. 1, 1969
June 1, 1970
Nov. 1, 1969
March 29, 1963
Dec. 31, 1971
July 4, 1960
June 9, 1970
Jan. 1, 1968

The SEP review of Dresden 1 has been deferred because the plant

is undergoing an extensive modification and is not scheduled

for restart before June, 1986.—'
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Phase II reviews are proceeding at th.s time. Section

2 discusses the review method being used by the NRC. The NRC

plans to extend the SEP review process to include all licensed

nuclear power plants. This program will be called Phase III

and will begin after Phase II is complete. Phase III is ex-

pected to require seven years for completion.—' Since the

Phase III reviews are not yet underway, Phase III will not be a

part of this report.

I
I
I
a
i
i

i
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SECTION 2

THE SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM REVIEW PROCESS

2.1: INTRODUCTION

The SEP Review Process consists of three elements. The

first is a review of operating experience, which will be discussed

in Section 2.2. The second, topic review, is the subject of

Section 2.3. Integrated assessment, the third review element,

will be discussed in Section 2.4. Examples of the above elements

will be drawn from the two SEP reviews which are now complete.

The two nuclear power plants which have been reviewed are the

Palisades Nuclear Plant and the R.E. Ginna Nuclear Plant.

2.2: OPERATING EXPERIENCE REVIEW

Both the Palisades Nuclear Plant and R.E. Ginna Nuclear

Plant reviews contain a summary of operating experience.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) hired Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL) to perform the operating experience reviews.- —

ORNL's reviews focused upon forced shutdowns and power

reductions, licensee event reports (LER), and enforcement actions.

Table 2.2-1 summarizes the operating experience review for the

Palisades and R.E. Ginna nuclear power plants. By reviewing

the causes of forced shutdowns and reductions, reportable everts,
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TABLE 2.2-1

I
SUMMARY OF OPERATING HISTORY

PALISADES AND GINNA NUCLEAR PLANTS |

Type of License POL POL I

Date Issued

Forced Shutdowns* 129 121 |

Design Basis Event Initiators 52 24 »

Forced Reductions* ^ AZ "

Palisades

POL

3/71

129

52

22

340

46%

3

2

3

Ginna

POL

9/69

121

24

45

183

561

0

0

0

I

Number of Licensee Event Reports it

Reviewed 340 183 i

% Involving Human Errors 46% 56% I

Enforcement Actions**

Civil Penalties 3 0 |

Commission Orders 2 0

Immediate Action Letters 3 0 •

Source: NUREG-0820 Section 1.4, NUREG-0821 Section 1.4,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

* For Palisades: From March 1971 to January 1980;
For Ginna: From September 1969 to April 1982.

** For Palisades; From November 1979 to January 1982;
For Ginna: During period of Systematic Assessment of
Licensee Performance (SALP).
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and enforcement actions, the NRC hopes to understand the major

problems encountered and desirable features in each nuclear

plant's design as demonstrated in its operating history. The

plant's operating history is then factored into the overall SEP

reviev. —

2.3: TOPIC REVIEW

In the topic review step, each SEP topic which applies

to the nuclear power plant is reviewed to determine whether

the corresponding plant design is consistent with current

licensing criteria such as regulations, guides, and Standard

Review Plan criteria, or the equivalent of such criteria.

Safety evaluation reports (SERs) for all topics are issued to

document the comparison with current licensing criteria and

to identify potential areas for backfitting.

SEP has evaluated topics by two methods:

(1) The NRC staff reviews and formally issues an
SER to the licensee. This SER is termed a
draft because it is only one input element
to the evaluation. The purpose of the draft
SER is to verify the factual accuracy of the
described facility and to allow the licensee
to identify possible alternate approaches to
meeting the current licensing criteria. After
a review of the licensee's comments on the
draft SER, factual changes are incorporated as
needed, proposed alternatives are reviewed,
and the SER is issued in final form.
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(2) The licensee submits a safety analysis
report and the staff issues a final SER I

based on a review of this submittal. £/ «

SEP topic reviews prior to 1981 were characterized by I

the primary use of the first method. As a result of a proposal

submitted by the owners of SEP Phase II plants, the NRC in a |

January 14, 1981 letter adopted a redirected SEP review plan

relying mainly upon the second method above for topic review.—' •

The second method allows the NRC to review topics and expend I

less Staff time, since the licensee performs a higher proportion

of the analytical work. |

NUREG-0485, the monthly status report on the SEP,

describes the topic review process in finer detail. Seven •

milestones of topic review are listed in NUREG-0485. They I

are:

C1) Questions Received From Review Branch |

This status is used for internal NRC tracking .
of topic review progress. The status indicates I
that all information necessary to perform a
topic evaluation is not available and that
questions have been developed and sent to I
the SEP branch. I

(2) Questions Sent to Utility I
The questions developed in the previous
status have been formally transmitted to the »
licensee as a request for additional infor- I
mation.

(3) Question Response Received by NRC |

The licensee has formally responded to the
information request issued by NRC regarding I
the topic. I
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(•la) Draft SE Received from Review Branch

This status is used for internal NRC tracking
of topic review progress. The status indicates
that a draft topic safety evaluation is under
management review.

(4b) SAR Received from Licensee

Licensee has submitted a Safety Analysis
Report (SAR) in accordance with SEP redirec-
tion. (See Eisenhut letter to SEP owners of
January 14, 1981). The SAR is under review and
a Final NRC safety evaluation (status 7) is
being prepared. Draft SE will not be issued
for topics with licensee SAR submittal.

(5) Draft SE Sent to Utility

A draft topic safety evaluation has been
formally transmitted to the licensee for
their review and certification of the
accuracy of the described facility. Licensees
may comment upon NRC conclusions or propose
alternatives to NRC positions.

(6) SE Response Received by NRC

The draft SE has been reviewed and licensee
comments if any have been formally transmitted
to the NRC.

(7) Topic Complete

The NRC topic evaluation has been completed
and a final safety evaluation issued. A topic
is completed in several ways: (1) The licensee
has responded that the NRC draft safety
evaluation (i.e. status 5) is correct, or
(2) the licensees comments on the NRC draft
safety evaluation (i.e. status 6) have been
reviewed and if appropriate incorporated into
the final safety evaluation, or (3) the licensee
has not responded in the time requested, thus
concurring that the draft safety evaluation is
correct. 6/
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In terms of the two topic review methods discussed previously,

method (1) involves milestones 1, 2, 3, 4a, 5, 6 and 7 above. I

Method (2) involves milestones 1, 2, 3, 4b, and 7. I

After completion of the topic evaluation, the dis-

position of each topic is grouped according to one of the I

following results:

i
(1) The plant is consistent with current licensing I

criteria and the topic review is considered
complete. If the plant does not meet current i
licensing criteria, but the present design is |
equivalent to current criteria, the topic is
also considered complete. A justification for ..
this conclusion is provided in the topic SER. 1

(2) The plant is not consistent with current
licensing criteria, but the licensee has I
implemented or proposed design or procedural B
changes that the staff finds acceptable.

(3) The plant is not consistent with current |
licensing criteria, and the differences from
these criteria are to be evaluated as potential »
candidates for backfitting. If the staff I
determines the difference is of immediate
safety significance, action is taken to
promptly resolve the issue. No issues at I
Palisades required that prompt action be •
taken. If the difference is not of immediate
safety significance, the resolution is deferred 1
to the integrated plant safety assessment to f
obtain maximum benefit from co-ordinated and
integrated backfit decisions. 7/ i

Table 2.3-1 shows, for the Palisades and Ginna plants,

a summary of the topics review results.
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TABLE 2.3-1

RESULTS OF TOPIC REVIEWS

Topics Reviewed

Acceptable

Modification During Review

Evaluated For Backfitting

FOR PALISADES AND

Palisades

90

57

2

31

GINNA*

Ginna

92

58

7

27

2.4: INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT

The "integrated assessment" is the process by which

the NRC decides how to correct differences between current

review criteria and as-built conditions in a given nuclear

power plant. Differences are evaluated as to their safety

significance, and then the NRC and the licensee discuss possible

corrective actions.

The safety evaluation of topics for which differences

exist between plant conditions and current review criteria,

consists of engineering judgement and limited probabilistic

•Source: NUREG-0820 Table 2.1, NUREG-0821 Table 2.1,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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risk assessment (PRA). A team of NRC reviewers evaluate the

magnitude of differences based on judgements such as how •

serious is the effect on a system, how important is the •

affected system to safety, and how likely is the effect to

occur. The team represents NRC programs including Inspection [I

and Enforcement, Reliability and Risk Assessment, Licensing,

and SEP. -* •

The team's judgement is supplemented by a PRA study. I

For instance, in the case of the Palisades SEP review a study

was done by Sandia Laboratories and Science Applications Inc. |
9/

(SAI). - The PRA study investigated the importance to risk _

of thirteen issues from the Palisades Nuclear Plant integrated •

assessment list of thirty-one issues. — ' Since no full PRA I

of Palisades had ever been done, the Sandia/SAI PRA used a

limited review method to categorize issues by their |

importance to risk. The Sandia/SAI Study investigated .

the effect of an issue on the corresponding system. The

importance of the issue to the system was evaluated as Low, I

Medium, or High. Then plant systems were similarly evaluated

in their importance to overall plant risk. Table 2.4-1 shows |

how this was done. Finally, the two evaluations were combined .

to decide the importance of each issue to overall risk, as shown

in Figure 2.4-1. The Sandia/SAI Study is contained in Appendix j

D to NUREG-0820, the SEP review of the Palisades Nuclear Plant.
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TABLE 2.4-1

IMPORTANCE OF SYSTEMS TO RISK

H

System

Auxiliary Feedwater System
Main Feedwater System
Offsite Power
Recovery of Main Feedwater
Reactor Protection System
Diesel Generators
Batteries
Service Water System
Relief Valve (Sticks Open)

Relative
Contribution
To Risk

1.0
4x10
4x10
3x10
2x10
8x10';
5x10 ,
5x10
5x10

M

Transients (Other Than LOP, MFW)
Recovery of Stuck Open Relief Valve
Recovery of Offsite Power
Component Cooling Water System
Recovery of Diesel Generators
High Pressure Injection System
Room Coolers
Small LOCA, S7

4x10
4x10
2x10
1x10
1x10
9x10
6x10
5x10

-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-3
-3
-3

Sump Valves
Recirculation Actuation System
Containment Leakage
Safety Injection Actuation System

3x10
2x10
1x10
8x10

-3
-3
-3
-5

Source: NUREG-0820, Appendix D, Table 5,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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FIGURE 2.4-1

ISSUE IMPORTANCE-TO-RISK MATRIX
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When the integrated assessment team has completed

its evaluation of an issue's importance, the NRC then works

with the licensee to determine an appropriate corrective

action. If the issue is considered to be of low importance,

the issue may be corrected by a change in procedures, technical

specifications, or maintenance. — T h e constructed equipment

may be accepted as is, or the function may be performed using

non-safety equipment. —

Issues having higher importance may require "backfitting",

or physical changes necessary to meet review criteria retro-

actively.

The NRC's SEP personnel have worked with licensee

representatives to seek cost-effective resolutions to the

issues identified by SEP as high importance to s a f e t y . — T h e

decision, for a given resolution made by the NRC, marks the

completion of the SEP review process for each issue.
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SECTION 3

PRODUCTS AND RESULTS OF THE SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM

3.1: INTRODUCTION

Section 3 will discuss the products and results of SEP

reviews. There are three tangible products which result from

a SEP review: issues evaluated as acceptable, required modifi-

cations, and documentation of the review itself. Section 3.2,

3.3, and 3.4, respectively, discuss these types of products.

Section 3.S analyzes the specific results of SEP reviews of

the Palisades Nuclear Plant and the *R. E. Ginna Nuclear Plant.

3.2: ISSUES EVALUATED AS ACCEPTABLE

Many plants in the United States were licensed before

the existence of the NRC's Standard Review Plan. The present

regulations and licensing criteria are considerably more detailed

and specific than those in existence in 1970 when, for example,

the Falisades plant was reviewed. The legitimate question

-- 'ses as to the risks of the older licensed nuclear power

plants compared to those reviewed under the Standard Review

Plan.

Each SEP review distinguishes topics for which a given

plant meets current review criteria or equivalent criteria

from topics for which there are differences between the re-

view criteria and the as-built plant. Therefore, one product
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I
of the SEP review is the identification of topics for which the |

difference in the method of review did not affect a given plant's m

relative safety. The lists of acceptable topics for the Pali-

sades and R. E. Ginna plants are included herein as Appendix I

B.

3.3: REQUIRED MODIFICATIONS

The NRC in the SEP review process decides what modifica-

tions are necessary to resolve differences between the as-built _

plant and the plant design necessary to meet current review •

criteria. Where modifications are required as a result of the I

SEP review, they are of two types: procedural and physical.

Procedural modifications include changes in technical g

specifications, operating procedures, surveillance and testing, _

or maintenance. Modifications to procedures usually resolve

issues of low or moderate safety significance. Physical modi- I

fications include any changes in the as-built configuration of

I

equipment or in the type of equipment used. Because modifica- |

tions may range from minor to very significant and expensive, a

cost-benefit analyses are used .0 choose the best alternative

from several proposals. • ' (I

Theoretically, when the licensee has completed all modi-
II

fications required by the NRC, the nuclear plant will be compar- II

able to more recent plants in all aspects having safety signifi- 11

cance. The modifications required for the Palisades and R. E.

Ginna plants are included herein as Appendix C. \
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3.4: DOCUMENTATION OF SEP REVIEW

A third product of the SEP review process is the review

documentation. The documentation consists of separate packets

for all of the SEP topics reviewed at a given plant. Each

packet contains a record of the individual topic review, inte-

grated assessment (if any), and modification implemented (if

any).

All documents, both technical and correspondence, which

relate to each topic are thus located together, representing a

complete record of the analysis and decision-making which led

to the final result. The SEP documentation is a very important

product because it provides, for any future reviewer, the ba-

sis by which the NRC considers a given plant to meet current

review criteria in areas of safety significance.

3.5: PRESENT RESULTS

Section 4 of each SEP review report contains a topic-by-

topic discussion of the issues for which a nuclear plant does

not meet current review criteria or the equivalent. The discus-

sion includes a statement of the difference between current

criteria and the plant construction or design, an evaluation of

the importance of the difference in terms of plant safety, and a

statement of what the NRC will require of the licensee to re-

solve the difference.
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I
IIn the SEP reports on the Palisades and R. E. Ginna

plants, resolutions ranged from no action (when the safety I

significance of the difference was low), to physical modifi-

cations or in-depth studies. The differences between plant |

design and construction and current licensing criteria, as •

well as the most significant NRC requirements, are summarized

below for the two plants. I

3.5.1: SUMMARY OF RESULTS - PALISADES |

The SEP review found that the effects of external phe-

nomena were not considered as thoroughly during the licensing I

of Palisades as they would be today. The effects of flooding

on flood control structures and on safety equipment, and the •

effects of earthquakes on piping and electrical components, (I

are issues for which both further studies and modifications

are being required of the licensee.— J

The review found that safety systems may not be suffi-

ciently protected to assure their function during accident •

sequences such as loss of onsite power, loss of coolant acci- I

dents (LOCA), pipe breaks, and fires. Possible failures of

service water for safety equipment, or ventilation for rooms |

housing electrical equipment, could result in vital safety .

equipment being subjected to intolerable environments.—

The NRC is requiring that either fire protection or redundant I

instrumentation be provided for the reactivity control and
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reactor coolant instrumentation at Palisades.— Further

studies are being required on the subject of protection of

safety equipment during LOCA's, pipe break accidents, and

loss of power events.—

Finally, the SEP review noted several issues where a

change in licensing emphasis has occurred since the licensing

of Palisades and, therefore, a different or more stringent

standard applies today. Design standards and loading com-

binations are in some instances more stringent now than at the

time of the Palisades licensing, due to increased understand-

ing of accident sequences.- The NRC is requiring further

study of the Palisades design to address the effect of changes

on the adequacy and margins of safety of the structures.

Another instance where current criteria are more strin-

gent is the design and monitoring systems for containment iso-

lation. The NRC is requiring the addition of power operated

valves, the upgrading of electrical penetration back-up cir-

cuit breaker operation, and increased inspection of contain-

ment integrity, in order to bring Palisades in line with cur-

rent criteria.—

3.5.2: SUMMARY OF RESULTS - R. E. GINNA

The main area of difference between current criteria

and plant design and construction found at the R. E. Ginna

facility was in design topics. Structures at
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I
!Ginna may not be adequately designed for the effects of ex-

ternal phenomena such as earthquakes, flooding, or tornadoes, I

or for loads resulting from accident sequences such as pipe

breaks. The standards and models currently applied to deter- I

mining the adequacy of structures are more stringent than those

used in the original review of the R. E. Ginna Plant. '

The licensee is performing a major re-evaluation of I

structures at Ginna, which will encompass the questions raised

above.— The NRC is already requiring some flood protection |
8/and seismic upgrading at Ginna.— .

Accident sequences may disable vital safety equipment at

the Ginna plant. To define the potential problems further I

studies are being required for the following topics:

a) Switchover of Engineered Safety Features from j

injection to recirculation mode.

b) Auxiliary building tank failures causing

flooding of safety equipment. ;
•

c) Shutdown cooling in the event of loss of
9/Reactor Heat Removal system due to fire.—

Containment isolation issues arose at Ginna, as well as at

Palisades. The NRC will be requiring additional remotely-opera-

ted valves and inspection of other valves after pipe break in-

side containment events to assure containment isolation.—'

Finally, two instrumentation changes are being required
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by the NRC in order to increase the effectiveness of operators.

Monitors and alarms for the DC Power System Bus and for the

Component Cooling Water surge tank level are being added to the

control room. —'

3.5.3: UNRESOLVED ISSUES

The SEP objectives identified in Section 1.1 show that

the NRC intends to provide a safety review of the design of

nuclear power plants which includes all significant safety

topics. However, the topics relating to Three Mile Island

(TMI) Action Plan items or Unresolved Safety Issues (USI),

have been separated from the topic review for the present

time. Twenty-four TMI and USI topics have been excluded from

SEP review. —*

The Palisades and R. E. Ginna SEP reports contain

further topics which are not resolved because they are related

to TMI and USI topics. The six such topics from the Palisades

SEP report integrated assessment are:

a) Wind and Tornado Loadings on Safety Injection
and Refueling Water, and Condensate Storage
Tanks (Topic 111-2(1)) .

b) Loose Parts Monitoring and Core Barrel
Vibration Monitoring (Topic III-8.A).

c) Monitoring of Reactor Coolant Intersystem
Leakage (Topic V-5(3)).

d) Removal of Non-essential Loads as an
Alternative to GDC 17 (Topic VII-3(2)).
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I
e) Fire Protection of Associated Circuits

(Topic IX-6(2)). i

f) Failure of Main Feedwater Isolation,

Steamline Break (Topic XV-2(2)). .

In the R. E. Ginna SEP report, five topics were

unresolved because they were related to TMI and USI items. (

The topics were:
a) Seismic Qualification of Cable Trays I

(Topic 111-6(7)).

b) Loose-Parts Monitoring and Core Barrel '•
Vibration Monitoring (Topic III-8.A).

c) Use of Safety-Grade Systems for Safe
Shutdown (Topic V-10.B(2)).

d) Engineering Safety Feature Switchover ;
from Injection to Recirculation Mode '
(Topic VI-7.B).

14/ i

e) Fire Protection (Topic IX-6). •=—' ;

TMI and USI related topics were excluded from the SEP

review to avoid duplication of effort within the NRC. However,

neither the Palisades nor the Ginna SEP report discusses the

potential significance of the unresolved issues. Therefore,

one cannot judge the relative importance of resolved issues

and unresolved issues in the plant-specific SEP reviews.

3.5.4: SUMMARY OF SEP REVIEW RESULTS

Although the SEP integrated assessment reports for

Palisades and R. E. Ginna (NUREG-0820 and NUREG-0821, respec-

tively) have been published in draft form, many topics remain
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unresolved in both SEP reviews. The topics requiring further

study relate mostly to structural adequacy and protection of

safety equipment during various accident sequences. Other

topics are unresolved because they are related to TMI Action

Plan items or USI's.

The SEP reviews have shown that a majority of topics

are acceptable by current standards - 57 out of 90 at Palisades

and 58 out of 92 at Ginna. The remaining topics were evaluated

for safety significance or, in a few cases, corrected on the

spot through minor modifications.

Some of the topics evaluated in the integrated assess-

ment phase of the SEP review were accepted on the basis of

low safety significance (of the 31 topics in the Palisades

integrated assessment, eight were considered acceptable on

that basis.) ^

In summary, the SEP reviews of Palisades and R. E.

Ginna have identified the topics of greatest safety signifi-

cance, although several of those topics are presently unresolved.
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SECTION 4

COMMENTS ON THE SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM

4.1: INTRODUCTION

This Section summarizes the opinions of several reviewers

as to the adequacy of SEP in fulfilling its stated objectives.

Section 4.2 sets forth MHB's evaluation of SEP at this time.

Comments from the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards CACRS),

the NRC Commissioners, and the NRC Staff's consultants are

summarized in Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, respectively. Section

4.6 contains the conclusions of this MHB report.

4.2: MHB STATUS EVALUATION OF THE SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION

PROGRAM

After five years, the SEP has published its first two

plant review reports. Eight more reports are expected to

follow within the next year. The NRC Staff, Commissioners,

and the ACRS have expressed overall satisfaction with the SEP

efforts to date. The NRC Staff's consultants gave the SEP

program generally favorable evaluations. In general, MHB finds

that SEP has made a substantial contribution to evaluating the

safety of older plants. Both the methodology and the plant-

specific application have been shown to be viable techniques

for bridging the gap between early and modern safety evaluation
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I

criteria. However we conclude, as did the ACRS and the NRC

Staff's consultants, that the SEP reviews must be considered •

incomplete, until the Three Mile Island (TMI) Action Plan items I

and Unresolved Safety Issues (USI) are resolved by the NRC

Staff. Twenty-four TMI and USI issues are absent from the |

SEP review reports. Additionally, several topics are unresolved

in the SEP reports because they are related to TMI or USI topics, •

and several more are unresolved until further studies are per- I

formed. Although the NRC's decision to separate the issues makes

sense in terms of efficiency, it causes the SEP reports to be J

incomplete evaluations of overall safety and compliance with the fc

most recent safety standards and criteria. ™

The remainder of the SEP approach and methodology have I

been very logical and seem well-suited to the SEP objectives.

For example, the listing of all possible safety issues by the |

Staff, then refining the list to a workable number of topics .

provides a most straight-forward approach to the creation of a

Topic List with reasonable assurance of including dominant con- I

tributors.

Backfitting decisions for those topics which were f

resolved appear to have been based on a combination of engi- .

neering judgement, a limited use of Probabilistic Risk Assessment,

and a qualitative assessment of the significance of the issue. j

In general, the discussions accompanying resolution of topics
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seem understandable, and appear to give adequate justifications

for the Staff decisions. However, at this time, an evaluation

of the effectiveness and impact of the SEP decision-making pro-

cesses and backfit decisions may be premature for two reasons:

first, decision must be made on a number of currently unresolved

topics, as mentioend above. The decisions on the presently un-

resolved topics may turn out to be considerably more significant

than thos* decisions which have been made at present. Second,

with only two SEP review reports published out of an expected

sixty to seventy within the next several years, the backfit

decisions made to date may prove to be unrepresentative.

4.3: ACRS COMMENTS ON THE SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM

The ACRS has met twice in general session to discuss

the first two SEP reviews: the Palisades and R. E. Ginna

nuclear power plant. Letters were sent from the ACRS to the

NRC after both meetings summarizing the ACRS position with

regard to the plant reviews. The two letters are included

herein as Appendix D. The ACRS comments on each report are

summarized below.

Palisades Report

The ACRS found the methodology and decision-making

approach of the Palisades review to be inadequate. They approved
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1/Safety Assessments. —

I
Iof the use of a limited PRA in the evaluation of individual

topics' safety importance, noting that plant-specific PRA's, 1

when available, may be very helpful input to Integrated Plant

I
The ACRS pointed out that the separation of Three -

Mile Island (TMI) Action Plan items and Unresolved Safety "

Issues (USI) makes the final summary in the Palisades report |
2/incomplete. — The NRC Staff separated these items in order

to avoid duplication of effort. However, as mentioned in Section f

1.1, objective *4 of the SEP program is to "assess the safety »

adequacy of the design and operation of currently licensed

nuclear plants". The ACRS considers the SEP reviews to fulfill I

objective #4 in part, rather than completely.

Finally, the ACRS noted that further information such as I

calculations, studies, and evaluations remain to be submitted i

by the licensee for nine topics, and therefore the ACRS endorse-

ment of the Palisades report was based on a review of only those I

topics which were completed. —

R. E. Ginna Report I

The ACRS letter on the Ginna SEP Review restated the «

comments first voiced in the Palisades review, on use of PRA

data, separation of TMI and USI topics, and the general ade- j

quacy of the SEP review methodology. For Ginna, the ACRS noted
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that seven topics were incomplete and requiring further study
4/by the licensee. —

The ACRS also commented on three issues for which the

licensee disagreed with the NRC Staff resolution. The ACRS

supported the Staff's position in each case. — These issues

were: setting a conservative groundwater level, whether to

study the effect of flooding from a nearby creek, and whether

to upgrade isolation valves.

4.4: NRC COMMISSIONERS' COMMENTS ON THE SYSTEMATIC

EVALUATION PROGRAM

The NRC Commissioners were briefed by members of the

NRC Staff as to the status of SEP in October 1981: The

Commissioners were unable to evaluate the reports on the

Palisades and R. E. Ginna plants, because the reports had

not been completed at the time. However, the Systematic

Evaluation Program in general was discussed, and the following

opinions could be identified from the discussion:

1. The Program has been a worthwhile and
important effort. This opinion was voiced
Dy virtually all of the Commissioners.
Chairman Palladino added that although it
has taken many years to produce tangible
results, SEP will be an important effort
both for the first group of eleven plants,
and for the plants which will be reviewed in
the future. 6/

2. The NRC Staff should review the experience
of the Federal Aviation Agency and the
Environmental Protection Agency, both of
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4.5:

which had to consider the costs and benefits
of requiring major backfitting by regulated
industries. The suggestior was made by Chairman
Palladino, and Commissioners Gilinski and Bradford
agreed. 7/

The NRC Staff should identify the plants for
which there is most concern, and review those
as soon as possible. The suggestion was made
by Commissioner Gilinski and Chairman Palladino
agreed. However, there was little consensus
as to which plants should be identified in the
"most concern" category. Commissioner Gilinsky
suggested that the first generation of large
plants, especially those sited near population
centers, should be reviewed next by SEP. 8/
Later, he suggested that some plants, licensed
in 1973 and 1974, were reviewed very quickly
and perhaps not thoroughly. 9/ A representative
of the NRC Staff said that the main area of concern
was not necessarily a group of plants, but how
well NRC reviewers understood the requirements
and their implications at a given time. 10/

The Commissioners seemed to approve of the NRC
Staff's plan to consult with former NRC Staff and
Commissioners to get objective critiques of the
SEP results. llf The consultants' evaluations
of SEP results are discussed in Section 4.5.

NRC STAFF CONSULTANTS COMMENTS ON THE SYSTEMATIC

EVALUATION PROGRAM

In April 1982, five NRC Staff consultants reviewed the

SEP program in general and the SEP Palisades report in particular.*

The consultants were Drs. Robert Budnitz, Stephen Bush, Joseph

Hendrie, Herbert Isbin, and Zenon Zudans.

All of the consultants considered the concept, meth-

odology, and decision-making approach of SEP to be excellent

and in keeping with the program objectives. Each qualified his

endorsement by noting that the TMI Action Plan Items, and

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

NRC Staff Consultants Reviews are included herein as Appendix E.
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Unresolved Safety Issues, had not been addressed in the SEP

report. The consultants' conclusions as to the general value

of the program were not unanimous. Two consultants, Drs. Hendrie

and Zudan, apparently feel that the program to date has

succeeded in its goals. Drs. Bush and Isbin gave mixed

reviews on the question of overall value, and Dr. Budnitz

apparently felt that the SEP review did not focus on "the real

issues of safe operation of Palisades". — T h r e e consultants

commented upon the review of operating experience in the SEP

report on Palisades. Dr. Isbin suggested that it be updated

and expanded to include more indicators of licensee performance. —

Drs. Budnitz and Bush pointed out that no evaluation of manage-

ment and in-house engineering competence and responsiveness

were included in the SEP review, although these items have

significant safety impact. — ' — ' The following excerpts from

the consultants' reports give an indication of how the individual

reviewers felt about SEP:

Dr. Hendrie -

"It is going on 5 years since the SEP Phase II came
before the Commission for approval. I voted for it
with a certain amount of trepidation. I had some
concern then over the staff's ability to do a balanced
assessment on an older operating plant and to come up
with results that were meaningful from a safety stand-
point and did not simply end up requiring total con-
formance with current criteria regardless of the safety
benefits. That concern did not abate much in the
years following and I used to confront the bright-
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Dr. Budnit2 -

Dr. Isbin -

"The highlights of my review are as follows:

I
I

eyed proposers of an SEP Phase III with the direc-
tion to go back and produce something from Phase II I
and then we would see. Now we have the first I
product from Phase II. I think it is a good job.
My compliments to the staff." 1_6/ •

Dr. Bush -

"With regard to equipment and design items, the I
authors addressed to a major degree the SEP task •
force objectives as well as applying the tiered
criteria to resolve deviations. Generally, the B
approach is even-handled, not requiring backfit I
arbitrarily. I am less satisfied with the handling
of operating history. n

Appendix F points out the high incidence of loss
of power. This combined with some of the operator ••
errors listed could yield a definite degradation II
in safety margins." 17/

I
"I will summarize by stating that I believe this
first SEP report has been quite successful: the I
metaphor of the laundry list that has been cleaned f
up is appropriate. Maybe Palisades can get a
regular operating license now for one thing; and •
maybe the utility staff and the regulatory staff f
can go on from this mop-up activity to think hard
about the real issues of safe operation of Palisades,
issues hardly dealt with in the analyses within I
this draft report. •

Finally, I do think it is important to state my 1
view that it is only in retrospect, after the !
analysis, that one is at liberty to characterize
the SEP list for Palisades as a 'laundry list': j
beforehand, we didn't really know what would crop {
up. So in that regard the activity has been
successful indeed."
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• The planning used for SEP is outstanding from
the point of view of identifying safety items.

• The objectives have been well conceived; however
one major objective may have been inadvertently
omitted in the NUREG report.

• The review of operating experiences needs to
be updated and augmented.

• Limited assistance was provided by the probabi-
listic risk assessment for this plant.

• The reporting of the Topics and the ensuing
approach to the decision making, in general,
are well done.

• Too many events and changes have occurred in
the past three years to be able to evaluate
whether the SEP program is efficiently and
economically using NRC and Industry resources.

• An important finding is that no SEP Topics was
considered to be of sufficient importance to
require a prompt resolution.

• Attention has been focussed on achieving an
'...integrated and balanced...' decision,
considering that the SEP program is being
carried out in conjunction with major NRC and
Industry efforts for implementing TMI Action
Plan Items, and responding to IE Bulletins and
Generic Letters. Resolution of Unresolved
Safety Issues remains a continuing activity
along with mandated annual reports to the
Congress concerning identification of any new
issues. Overall assessment of safety of the
plant must utilize all these inputs." 19/

Dr. Zudans -

"My overall impression of Palisades SEP Review is
that considerably more sound engineering effort has
been put in Palisades SEP review, in particalar in
terms of proper understanding of design, processes
and consequences involved, than maybe normally done
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during regular licensing review process, (SEP
Topic list covers essentially all safety related I
design aspect of a nuclear power plant). The •
process however, is not complete until all open
items are resolved in an integrated manner." IQJ I

4.6: STUDY CONCLUSIONS .

The SEP reviews have resolved, for the Palisades and

R. E. Ginna nuclear plants, a large number of topics which the I

reviews have shown to have little or no safety significance.

The reviews have also resolved several other topics through I

requiring modifications or changes to Technical Specifications i

at the plants.

The remaining topics appear to be the most significant. ||

They are Three Mile Island (TMI) Action Plan items, Unresolved

Safety Issues (USI), or SEP topics requiring further studies. f

All of the reviewers of SEP have commented on the absence of i

TMI and USI topics from the SEP integrated assessments.

Although opinions varied as to the significance of the un- I

resolved issues, it is clear that the SEP reviews of nuclear

plants will not be complete safety reviews until the TMI '

and USI topics are integrated into the safety assessments. I

Two further aspects of the Systematic Evaluation

Program are expected to develop within the next year. First,

during the remainder of the SEP Phase II reviews, the NRC

Staff intends to identify those topics which are consistently
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of low safety significance, and can be dropped from the SEP

reviews. Second, after Phase II reviews are complete, the

NRC Staff expects to begin Phase III SEP reviews. The Phase

III reviews are expected to be more efficient, using the lessons

learned from the Phase II SEP reviews. Whether the current

problems with the SEP reviews (e.g. separation of USI and TMI

issues) can be resolved within the next year is unknown. If

not, the same problems will exist with Phase III SEP reviews

as exist now.
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APPENDIX A

SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM

LIST OF 157 TOPICS

(Source: NUREG-0485, SEP Status
Summary Report, August 31, 1982)



SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM TOPIC LIST

1'JPIC >

I I I

I I - ?

I l l

11-4

Ill-I

III-?

Ill-J

Hill

A. Inclusion AreA Authority And ((inirol

h. Population Distribution

. Potential Hazards or Changes in Potential

Industr'al, and Military laoll l le' . .

ft. severe weather Phenou«na

b. Unsite Meteorological Measurements Program

C. Atauspheric transport And Diffusion r.arac-
leristics for Accident Analysis

*D. Availability of Meteorological Data in the
Control Room

•. Hydrologic Description

b. 1 luoding Potential and Protection Require-

I- lapAbility of Operating Plant to Cope
-H». Uesign Basis flooding Conditions

C. Siieiy-rt-iaied Water Supply (Ull iiwle neat
Sink (UHS)}

•rology and Seismology

* . leciutiic Province

b. Proiimiij of CApAble Tectonic Structures
>n Plant Vicinity

I . Histui I tAl SeiS»ll. lt> a l l l i » <-IXJ Miles of
Plant

J. StAbi l i ty uf SlulttS

( . UAm Uleurity

1. Sellleuvnl of foundations and buried
luui|..«->.(

1 loSS it It At iun of Slrultures, luMJ.Mn-nll and
J l M « I'.i ismlt A"'l Ju«llly)

yind tfa lornAdo loadings

A. l l l r c t s Of Mluti Motrr level un Structures

B. Structural And ulher Consequences (e.ij.
i lt>i><iinu of Sai**iy-i***IAIed t •luip^vnt it-
bdS*-'i*-nl s ) ol ( »l lurv of Ua'Uk*rdr «l n Syv'eMb

l u r r t

1(11-It I

1! 1-4

I I I *

I M S

I I I 0

I I I - '

111-8

I I I » *

111-10

111-11*

1 v - 1

Illti

A. lornAdo Missiles

B- Turbine Missiles

C- Internally Gentraii-d Missiles

0. Sue Proiimity Missiles (Including Aircraft)

A. tffects of Pipe Break on Structures, Syilems
and Coaponents Insidt' tunlAinwent

B. Pipe Break Outside loniaiiuuenl

Seismic Uesign t uns luvrat ions

A. Inservice Inspection, Including Preslressed
Concrete Contaiiunirnts with tuner Grouted
or Ungrouted lendons

b, Oesign Codes, Design CriteriA, lOAd
CooliinAtions, And Meactor Cavil» Design
Criteria

1 . Uelamination of Preslressed Concrete lon-
tAlnnt-'nt Structures

I). CcrUainu.-nt Structural Integrity lests

A. i ose Parts Homturing and Core Barrel
vibration Monitoring

B. Control Rod Drive Mrchanism Integrity

C. Irradiation DArwgt, Use of Sensitued
StAinless Steel And latigue Resistance

U. Core Supports andluel Imruri ly

Support Inlrgrity

A. lnerHtiI-Overload Proitti ion lur Motors of
Motor-operated Valves

6. Pu«v • ljf«r''t-el Intfro-ily

( . )jr«> i 1 lante kvquueiif-nli on BUK HeLlriula-
I I M Pu*vs and DnLiiar ije Valves

(ri<\iOiii'nl Inlfurlty
*

1 ' >)fotiik*ni«: guai l i ical ittn ui palely Iti'laied

IOPIC 1

\i-2

. I V - 3

V- \

i-i

vV
»-4*

» b

V-6

v-;
V-8*

V-9

r-10

V - l )

V-12

V-1J

V I I

VI-3

VI-4

V. -S*

Vl-b

H U E

Reactivity Control System Including Functional
Uesign and Protection Against Single Failures

BUM Jel Pumps Operating Indications

Compliance xlCh Codes and Standard» ( I I I CfH
SO.SSa)

Applicable Code Cases

Overpressurwallon Protection

Piping and Safe tnd Integrity

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (MCPB)
leakage. Detection

Reactor Vessel Integrity

Reactor Coolant Pump Overspeed

SUa» Generator (SC) Integrity

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System |bWM)

A. DHR Meat Eicnanger Tube Failures

1 . RHR Reliabi l i ty

A. Reg.uire.entj (or Isolation of High and Lou
Pressure Systems

B. RHR Interlock Requirements

A. Water Purity of Boiling Water Reactor
Primary Coolant

Water Hammer

Organic Materials and Post Accident
Chemistry

A. Pressure-Sbppression Type BWR Conlainnenlt
* B. Subcon^artwrit Analysis

C. Ice Condenser Containment

D. Mass and Energy Release for Possible Pipe
Break Inside Contamuent

Containment Pressure and Heat Removal
Capability

Containment Isolation System

Contiustibie Gas Control

Cuntaiiuwnt leak Testing



SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM TOPIC LIST

>
I

I0P1C a

V1-/.A

VI-». 8

VI-».C

41-1.0

VI->.E*

»I ».F

*
v i a

V I »

VI-IU

V I I I

» i l l

VII-4

n u t

1. (CCS »e-evaluat ion to Account t. " icised
Vessel Head lenverature

2. Upper Plenum Inject tun

J. (CCS Actuation System

4. Core Spray Motile Effectiveness

ESF Switchover from Injection to Recircutatiou
Mode (Automatic ECCS Realignumt)

(CCS Single Failure . «-itcrion and Require-
ments for loct ing it.,* M*>r (o Valves
Including Indexen''-"t*- .< Interlocks on
(CCS Valves

!- Apueiidia K - Electrical Instrumentation
and Control (IIC) Re-revie*s

2. Failure Node Analysis - (CCS

] . Ihe (ffect of PUR loop Isolation Valve
Closure During a 10CA on (CCS Performance

long lerm Cool ing - Passive Failures (e.g.,
Flooding gf Redundant Components)

(CCS SuMp Design and lest for Recirculation
Mode Effectiveness

Accunutatur Isolation Valves Power and Control
System Oesign

Conirul Room Habitabi lily

Mam Steam I ine Isolation Seal System - But

A. testing of Reactor Trip System and (ngineered
Safety Features Including Response Tin-
iest ing

11. Shared I ngineered Safety Features. Un sue
(urgency Power, and Service System for
Multiple Unit Facilities

A. Isolation of Reactor Protection System from
Kan-Safety Systems, Including tlual if ical ions
uf Isolat ion Devices

B. Trip Uncertainty and Setpomt Analysis Review
o' Operating Data Base

(ngineered Safety Features (ESF) System Control
tugic and Oesign

Systems, Required for Safe Shutdown

Hfects of failure m Kon-Saiety Related
^vsien's on Selected (ngineered Safety lectures

•UP K <

V l l - S *

V l l - b

V l l - J

V I I I 1

V I I I - 2

V I I I - 3

V l l l - 4

u-:
*

IX-2

IX-J

11-4

IX-S

IX-b

J *

X I I

X 1-2

M i l l

I I I I -2

XV-1

JV-2

IV-J

IV-4

LLlkl

Instruments lor Monitoring Radiallor ait -»racess
Variables Ouring Acciuenls

frequency Decay

Acceptability of Swing Bus Design on EJ-4
Plants

A. Potential Equipment Failures »ssjci t i j with
a Degraded Grid Voltage

Unsite (aKrgency Power Systems - Otesd
Generator

A. Station Battery Capacity Test Req^.ismnti

B. DC Puwer System Bus Voltage Koru:jr-ii| and
Annunciation

tlectrical Penetrations of fleatior Core»: went

Fuel Storage

Overhead Handling System* - Cranes

Station Service and. Couling Ujter Sys~-:%

Boron Addition System

Ventilation Systems

Fire Protectio*i

Auxiliary feeibater Syste»

Append!i 1

Kadiulogical (Iffluenl and Pro.-..-sv) ".T .rin.j
jysie«is

Conduct of Uperai'tns

Safe<>iards/lndustrial Security

Decrease in Fee<toaler lenverature, ln<—trse in
(eeuwater Flow. Increase in StejmFlow am
Inadvertent Opening of a Steam Centrally belief
ur >4fely Valve

.•••a !•>.•. ol St'.-am System Piinn.j 1ailu-*-. reside
i"d Uuiside of Cantainnfiit (PWM)

IUSS ol ( i ternal load. Turbine I r ip , l i s i . i l
Condenser Vacuum, Closure ol Ham U » i iula-

Fallure (Closed)

loss of Non-(mergency A-C Puwer to in* ^-icion
Auai1 tarles

MJtLJ.
xv-s

IV-6

IV-?

iv-b

tV-9

xv- io

IV-II

XV-12

I V - l l

IV-14

1V-1S

IV-16

IV- W

iv-iu

IV-19

IV-20

X»-2I*

IV-22*
•

IV-21

XV-24*

1VI

XVII

TJIU

loss of Normal Feedwater Flo»

Feedwater System Pipe Bruks Inside and Outside
Containment (fWK)

Reactor CooUnt Pump Rotor Seizure and
Reactor CooUnt Pump Shaft Break

Control Rod Mlsopcration (System Malfunction
or Operator Error)

Startup or tn Inactive loop or Mecirculatlon
Loop at an Incorrect Temperature, and Flow
Controller Malfunction Causing én Increase in
BWK Core Flow Rate

Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction
that Results in a Decrease in the Boron Concen-
tration in the Reactor Coolant (P«R|

Inadvertent Loading and Operation of t Fuel
Assembly In an Improper Position

Spectrum of Rod Ejection Accidents (PW)

Spectrum of Rod Orop Accidents (HWR) '

Inadvertent Operation of (CCS and Chemical
and Volume Control System Malfunction that
Increases Reactor CooUnt Inventory

Inadvertent Opening of a PWR Pressurlier Saftly-
Relief Valve or i 8UR Safety/Relief Valve

Radiological Consequences of Failure of Small
lines Carrying Primary CooUnt Outside Contain-
ment

Steam Generator
Tub* Failure (PuR)

Radiological Consequences of Main Steam
Lin* Failure Outside Containment (BNR)

loss-of-CooUnt Accidents Resulting from
Spectrum of Postulated Piping Breaks Within
the Reactor CooUnt Pressure Boundary

Radiological Consequences of Fuel Damaging
Accidents (Insid* and Outside Containment)

Spent Fuel Cask Orop Accidents

Anticipate Transients Wlthwt Scraa

Multiple Tub* Failures in Steam Generators

loss of All A-C Power

Technical Specifications

Operational QA Program

•Topic deleted (torn SEP program due to duplication by Thrttu Mile Island ITMI) NHC Action Plan. 'I.-t-jt, i i . . r t or other SEP Topic |j«ir V?y 7, 1981 lottar from G. Lainas to all SEP



APPENDIX B

TOPICS EVALUATED AS ACCEPTABLE

IN SEP REVIEWS

OF PALISADES AND R. E. GINNA PLANTS



PALISADES PLANT

(Source: NUREG-0820, Integrated Plant
Safety Assessment, SEP,
Palisades Plant)



3.2 Topics for Which Plant Design Meets Current Criteria or Was Acceptable
on Another Defined Basis

TOPIC TITLE

II-1.8 Population Distribution

II.l-C Potential Hazards or Changes in Potential Hazards Due to
Transportation, Institutional, Industrial, and Military
Facilities

11-2.A Severe Weather Phenomena

II.2-C Atmospheric Transport and Diffusion Characteristics for
Accident Analysis

II.3-A Hydrologic Description

11-4 Geology and Seismology

11-4.A leclooic Province

11-4.B Proximity of Capable Tectonic Structures in Plant Vicinity

11-4.C Historical Seismicity Within 200 Miles of Plant

II-4.D Stability of Slopes

11-4.F Settlement of Foundations and Buried Equipment

III-3.A Effects of High Water Level on Structures

III-4.B Turbine Missiles

III-4.C Internally Generated Missiles

111-4.D Site-Proximity Missiles (Including Aircraft)

II1-5.B Pipe Break Outside Containment

III-7.D Containment Structural Integrity Tests

III-8.C Irradiation Damage, Use of Sensitized Stainless Steel,
and Fatigue Resistance

III-10.A Thermal-Overload Protection for Motors of Motor-Operated
Valves

III-10.B Pump Flywheel Integrity

IV-l.A Operation With Less Than All Loops In Service

Palisades SEP B"1



Redundant Components)

VI-7.F • Accumulator Isolation Valves Power and Control System Design

I
TOPIC TITLE . |

IV-2 Reactivity Control Systems Including Functional Design _

and Protection Against Single Failures I

V-6 Reactor Vessel Integrity

V-7 Reactor Coolant Pump Overspeed •

V-10.A Residual Heat Removal System Heat Exchanger Tube Failures •

V-1O.B Residual Heat Removal System Reliability

VI-1 Organic Materials and Postaccident Chemistry I

VI-7.A.3 Emergency Core Cooling System Actuation System —

VI-7.B Engineered Safety Feature Switchover From Injection to ™
Recirculation Mode (Automatic Emergency Core Cooling
System Realignment) I

VI-7.C Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Single-Failure Criterion
and Requirements for Locking Out Power to Valves, Including
Independence of Interlocks on ECCS Valves.

VI.7.C.I Appendix K - Electrical Instrumentation and Control Re-reviews _

VI-7.C.2 Failure Mode Analysis (Emergency Core Cooling System) *

VI-7.D Long-Term Cooling Passive Failures (e.g., Flooding of I

Redundant ComDonentsi •

I
VII-l.B Trip Uncertainty and Setpoint Analysis Review of Operating Data

Base ii

VII-2 Engineered Safety Feature System Control Logic and Design

VI1-6 Frequency Decay I

VIII-l.A Potential Equipment Failures Associated With Degraded Grid

Voltage jl

VII1-2 Onsite Emergency Power Systems (Diesel Generator)

VII1-3.B DC Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and Annunciation jj

IX-1 Fuel Storage ,

IX-4 Boron Addition System (PWR)

XII1-2 Safeguards/Industrial Security

Palisades SEP B"2



TOPIC TITLE

XV-1 Decrease in Feedwater Temperature, Increase in Feedwater Flow
Increase in Steam Flow, and Inadvertent Opening of a Steam
Generator Relief or Safety Valve

XV-3 Loss of External Load, Turbine Trip, Loss of Condenser Vacuum,
Closure of Main Steam Isolation Valve (BWR), and Steam Pressure
Regulator Failure (Closed)

XV-4 Loss of Nonemergency AC Power to the Station Auxiliaries

XV-5 Loss of Normal Feedwater Flow

XV-6 Feedwater System Pipe Breaks Inside and Outside Containment
(PWR)

XV-7 Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor Seizure and Reactor Coolant Pump
Shaft Break

XV-8 Control Rod Misoperation (System Malfunction or Operator Error)

XV-9 Startup of an Inactive Loop or Recirculation Loop at an
Incorrect Temperature, and Flow Controller Malfunction
Causing an Increase in BWR Core Flow Rate

XV-10 Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction That Results
in a Decrease in Boron Concentration in the Reactor Coolant
(PWR)

XV-14 Inadvertent Operation of Emergency Core Cooling System and
Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction That Increases
Reactor Coolant Inventory

XV-15 Inadvertent Opening of a PWR Pressurizer Safety/Relief Valve
or a BWR Safety/Relief Valve

XV-16 Radiological Consequences of Failure of Small Lines Carrying
Primary Coolant Outside Containment

XV-17 Radiological Consequences of Steam Generator Tube Failure
(PWR)

XV-19 Loss-of-Coolant Accidents Resulting From Spectrum of Postulated
Piping Breaks Within the Reactor C "mt Pressure Boundary

XV-20 Radiological Consequences of Fuel-Damaging Accidents (Inside
and Outside Containment)

XVII Operational Quality Assurance Program

Palisades SEP B"3



R. G. GINNA PLANT

(Source: NUREG-0821, Integrated Plant
Safety Assessment,
SEP, R. E. Ginna Plant)



TOPICS FOR WHICH PLANT DESIGN MEETS CURRENT

CRITERIA OR WAS ACCEPTABLE ON ANOTHER DEFINED BASIS

TOPIC

II-l.B

II-l.C

II-Z.C

II-3.A

II-4

II-4.A

II-4.B

II-4.C

II-4.F

III-4.B

III-4.D

III-7.C

III-7.D

III-8.C

III-10.A

TITLE

Population Distribution

Potential Hazards or Changes in Potential Hazards
Due to Transportation, Institutional, Industrial,
and Military Facilities

Atmospheric Transport and Diffusion Characteristics
for Accident Analysis

Hydrologic Description

Geology and Seismology

Tectonic Province

Proximity of Capable Tectonic Structures in
Plant Vicinity

Historical Seismicity Within 200 Miles of
Plant

Settlement of Foundations and Buried Equipment

Turbine Missiles

Site-Proximity Missiles (Including Aircraft)

Delamination of Prestressed Concrete Containment
Structures

Containment Structural Integrity Tests

Irradiation Damage, Use of Sensitized Stainless
Steel, and Fatigue Resistance

Thermal-Overload Protection for Motors of
Motor-Operated Valves

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
1
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TOPIC TITLE

III.10.B Pump Flywheel Integrity

IV-1.A Operation with Less Than All Loops in Service

IV-2 Reactivity Control Systems Including Functional

Design and Protection Against Single Failures

V-6 Reactor Vessel Integrity

V-7 Reactor Coolant Pump Overspeed

V-ll.A Requirements for Isolation of Hj.gh- and Low-
Pressure Systems

V-ll.B Residual Heat Removal System Interlock Require-
ments

VI-1 Organic Materials and Postaccident Chemistry

VI-2.D Mass and Energy Release for Postulated Pipe

Break Inside Containment

VI-3 Containment Pressure and Heat Removal Capability

VI-6 Containment Leak Testing

VI-7.A.1 Emergency Core Cooling System Reevaluation To

Account for Increased Vessel Upper-Head Temperature

VI-7.A.2 Upper Plenum Injection

VI-7.A.3 Emergency Core Cooling System Actuation System
VI-7.C Emergency Core Cooling System CECCS) Single-

Failure Criterion and Requirements for Locking
Out Power to Valves, Including Independence of
Interlocks on ECCS Valves

VI-7.C.I Appendix K--Electrical Instrumentation and
Control Re-reviews
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TOPIC

VI-7.C.2

VI-7.D

VI - 7 . F

VI-10.A

VII-l.A

VII-l.B

VII-2

VII-3

VII-6

VIII-l.A

VIII-2

VIII-3.A

VIII-3.B

VIII-4

IX-1

TITLE

Failure Mode Analysis (Emergency Core Cooling
System)

Long-Term Cooling Passive Failures (e.g.,
Flooding of Redundant Components)

Accumulator Isolation Valves Power and Control
System Design

Testing of Reactor Trip System and Engineered
Safety Features, Including Response-Time Testing

Isolation of Reactor Protection System from
Nonsafety Systems, Including Qualification of
Isolation Devices

Trip Uncertainty and Setpoint Analysis Review
of Operating Data Base

Engineered Safety Features System Control
Logic and Design

Systems Required for Safe Shutdown

Frequency Decay

Potential Equipment Failures Associated With
Degraded Grid Voltage

Onsite Emergency Power System (Diesel Generator)

Station Battery Capacity Test Requirements

DC Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and
Annunciation

Electrical Penetrations of Reactor Containment

Fuel Storage

I
I
I
I

I

I
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TOPIC TITLE

IX-4 Boron Addition System (PWR)

XIII-2 Safeguards/Industrial Security

XV-1 Decrease in Feedwater Temperature, Increase in
Feedwater Flow, Increase in Steam Flow, and
Inadvertent Opening of a Steam Generator
Relief or Safety Valve

XV-2 Spectrum of Steam System Piping Failures
Inside and Outside Containment (PWR)

XV-3 Loss of External Load, Turbine Trip, Loss of
Condenser Vacuum, Closure of Main Steam Isolation
Valve CBWR), and Steam Pressure Regulator Failure
(Closed)

XV-4 Loss of Nonemergency AC Power to the Station

Auxiliaries

XV-5 Loss of Normal Feedwater Flow

XV-6 Feedwater System Pipe Breaks Inside and
Outside Containment (PWR)

XV-7 Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor Seizure and Reactor
Coolant Pump Shaft Break

XV-8 Control Rod Misoperation (System Malfunction or
Operator Error)

XV-9 Startup of an Inactive Loop or Recirculation
Loop at an Incorrect Temperature, and Flow
Controller Malfunction Causing an Increase in
BWR Core Flow Rate

XV-10 Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction
That Results in a Decrease in Boron Concentration
in the Reactor Coolant (PWR)

B-7



TOPIC TITLE

I
I
I
I

XV-12 Spectrum of Rod Ejection Accidents (PWR)

XV-14 Inadvertent Operation of Emergency Core Cooling I
System and Chemical and Volume Control System "
Malfunction That Increases Reactor Coolant
Inventory. I

XV-15 Inadvertent Opening of a PWR Pressurizer Safety/
Relief Valve or a BWR Safety/Relief Valve |

XV-16 Radiological Consequences of Failure of Small
Lines Carrying Primary Coolant Outside .
Containment I

XV-17 Radiological Consequence of Steam Generator
Tube Failure CPWR) I

XV-19 Loss of Coolant Accidents Resulting From
Spectrum of Postulated Piping Breaks Within |
the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary |

XV-20 Radiological Consequences of Fuel-Damaging |
Accidents (Inside and Outside Containment) |

XVII Operational Quality Assurance Program

I
I
I
I

B-8



APPENDIX C

MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED BY NRC IN THE

SEP REVIEWS OF PALISADES AND R. E. GINNA PLANTS



PALISADES PLANT

(Source: NUREG-0820, Integrated Plant
Safety Assessment, SEP,
Palisades Plant)



SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS IMPLEMENTED DURING TOPIC REVIEW

(1) The anchorage and support systems of all safety-related electrical equip-
ment were evaluated and were upgraded as needed (3.3.1).

(2) Bracing was provided to prevent lateral movement of the diesel generator
oil tank (3.3.1).

(3) A seismic reanalysis of all safety-related piping systems more than
2-1/2 in. in diameter was conducted. The required modifications of piping
systems and supports were completed (3.3.1).

(4) New batteries, which have a nominal capacity of 2 hours, were installed to
replace 30-minute batteries (3.3.2).

(5) Separate annunciators were installed for the following diese! generator
functions: (a) control switch not in automatic, (b) overspeea,
(c) o^/ercrank, and (d) loss of dc control (3.3.3).

(6) The following new alarms were installed to indicate the dc power system
operabil i ty status: (a) 125-vdc tie breaker open (both-buses) (b) public
address system inverter loss of voltage (bus D10 only), and (c) battery
undervoltage (both batteries) (3.3.4).

(7) As a result of recent system modifications made to penetrations 17, 17a,
21, 2La, 28, 29, 40, and 73, threaded pipe caps are no longer used as the
first boundary to containment isolation (3.3.5).

SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS TO BE IMPLEMENTED BY THE LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF SEP

These improvements fall into two categories. The first category is the group
of changes or engineering analyses that the licensee has agreed to make and
that will be required by the NRC. The second category is the group of changes
that become part of the operating license in the form of Technical Specification
changes. Both cf these categories are listed below, and the issues are dis-
cussed in sections of this report given in parentheses.

Required by NRC

(1) Perform analysis of flooding level caused by seiche (4.2, 4.3, 4.4).

(2) Analyze and upgrade, if necessary, structures, components, and svsterns
(4.5).

C-l
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I

I
(3) Develop procedures to achieve cold shutdown using alternate sources of

water and safety-grade equipment if preferred sources of water are not
available (4.6.1, 4.8.1, 4.16.2, 4.24.5).

(4) Analyze and provide protection, if necessary, for approximately I
200 pipe-break locations inside containment (4.9).

(5) Evaluate safety-related piping less than 2-1/2 in. in diameter under •
postulated seismic loads (4.10.1). •

(6) Evaluate safety-related electrical components under postulated siesmic I
loads (4.10.2). I

(7) Assess structural code changes on safety margins in "as-built" structures
(4.12).

(8) Change manual isolation valve on penetration 44 to a power-operated valve
(4.20.3).

(9) Weld pipe joints on 3~in. pressurization line of penetration 19 (4.20.4).

(10) Install qualified isolation devices on the steam generator A and 8 pressure I
channels and on the reactor coolant flow channel going to the plant
computer (4.23.1). |

(11) Develop procedure to remove nonessential loads from the battery if the
immediate sources of offsite and onsite power are not available. (4.24.1). •

(12) Install another level sensor to the component cooling water surge tank and
its indicator in the control room (4.24.2).

(13) Complete analysis and modify, if necessary, electrical penetration circuit •
overload protection (4.26).

(14) Demonstrate adequate service water flow for postulated diesel failures or I
develop procedures to ensure adequate service water flow distribution
(4.27.1).

(15) Provide adequate flood protection for safety systems in the intake
5lriicliin.'5 (4. 2/. 2 ) . .

(16) Demonstrate, by test or analysis, the operabil i ty of the auxiliary "
feedwater pumps with a loss of ventilation (4.28.1).

(17) Demonstrate that equipment serviced in the cable-spreading, switchgear, *
and battery rooms would not be adversely affected by lack of ventilation,
or provide proposed system modifications (4.28.2). i

Technical Specification Changes

(1) Develop tendon force acceptance criteria for each tendon that vary with
time (4.11.1).

C-2
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(2) Qe*e!oo Technical Specifications concerning the operabiMty or "eak
detection systems. This wil1 depend on the outcome of Topic III-5.A
(4.IS.2).

(3) Place the overpressurization protection system in service before the
shutdown cooliny system (4.16.1).

(4) Require verification of check-valve closure before critical i ty after each
use of the low-pressure safety injection system for shutdown cooling
(4.17).

(5) Verify airlock duor seal integrity within 12 hours of each opening or the
first of a series of openings, whenever containment integrity is required
(4.21).

(6) Conduct battery tests consisting of a battery service test and a battery
discharge test to ensure that the battery has sufficient capacity (4.25).

(7) Perform appropriate modifications to make the main steam isolation valve/
main steam configuration single-far lure-proof with respect to two-steam
generator blowdown inside containment (4.30.1).

OTHER SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS REQUIRED BY THE STAFF AS A RESULT OF SEP

The staff has determined that the following improvements are required. The
licensee has either nul responded to or disagrees with the position taken by
the staff. The issues are discussed in the sections of this report given in
parentheses. The status of review or the position taken by the licensee is
also given.

(1) Perform inservice inspection of water control structures (4.7.1; licensee
disagrees with pa. t of the position taken by the staff).

(2) Inspect the concrete surrounding the tendon-end anchorages under integrated
leak rate test load if new cracks are noted around the anchorage during
the tendon inservice inspection (4.11.3; licensee disagrees with position
taken by the staff).

(3) Inspect for dome del ami nation, using the method described in SER dated
May ;:i, 1901, by July 30, 1982 and every 5 years thereafter (4.13; licensee
disaijr-ees with position taken by the staff).

(1) Provide alternative instrumentation for fire protection (4.29.1; licensee
lias been requesiuu to provide additional information within 60 days of
receipt of the drar t SER).
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SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS IMPLEMENTED DURING TOPIC REVIEW

Safety improvements that have been implemented as a result of SE? topic review
are listed below and are discussed in sections of this -»port-given in paren-
theses. Some of these modifications resulted from reviews that were concurrent
with the Systematic Evaluation Program.

(1) A check valve leak testing program has been added -o the Technical Soeci-
fications for check valves in low-pressure systems interfacing with the
reactor coolant system (3.3.3.1).

(2) The doorway between the mechanical equipment room and the battery rooms
has been replaced with a watertight wall. If a service water line should
oreak, a water relief valve has oeen provided in the mechanical equipment
room that relieves into the turbine building (3.3.1.3).

(3) The anchorage and suDport system (internal and external) of all safety-
related electrical equipment has been upgraded (3.3.2).

(4) The anchorage and support system of the battery racks has been upgraded
(3.3.2).

(5) The override capability for the individual containment isolation valves
has been modified so that

(a) manual isolation is never bypassed

(b) orly the high containment radiation or safety injection signal, but
not both, is bypassed by a single operator action of a reset button
(3.3.4).

(6) A protective tube for the safety injection reset button has been installed
(3.3.4).

(7) A containment isolation valve reset panel and relay cabinets have been
installed so that containment isolation reset no longer allows valves to
return to their preacciaent condition (3.3.4).
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(3) Setpoints, calibrations, and surveillance requirements associated with the
undervoltage protection have been added to the Technical Specifications
(3.3.7).

(9) Undervoltage relay racks have been installed in response to a generic
letter on grid voltage degradation dated June 3, 1977 (3.3.7).

(10) The delay timer for the sodium hydroxide addition valves has been set to
1 second. Also, operating procedures have been modified so that operators
will not override sodium hydroxide addition in the event of a containment

^. spray activation (3.3.11).

(11) Seismic reanalysis of the turbine building bracing has been performed
(4.15.1).

SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS TO BE IMPLEMENTED BY THE LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF SEP

These improvements fall into two categories. The first category is the group
of changes or engineering analyses to be implemented by the licensee. The
second category is the group of changes that will become part of the operating
license in the form of Technical Specification changes. Both of these cate-
gories are listed below, and the issues are discussed in sections of this
report given in parentheses. The licensee has agreed to all of these
improvements.

Oesiqn or Analysis Requirements

(1) Install a hose connection for the use of the fire water system as an
alternate cooling water source for the diesel generators (3.3.1.1).

(2) Provide jet impingement shielding in the intermediate building in the
vicinity of the main steamlines and protection for the power-operated
relief valves and safety valves from the effects of failure of the turbine
building wall (3.3.1.2).

(3) Install a redundant refueling water storage tank level transmitter and
indicator (3.3.5).

(4) Develop an instrument string response-time testing program for the
auxiliary feedwater and the containment isolation instrumentation (3.3.5).

(5) Provide the necessary circuit protection to ensure that electrical pene-
trations conform to current licensing criteria (3.3.9).

(6) Perform modifications necessary for implementation of the fire protection
dedicated shutdown system (3.3.12).

(7) Analyze and provide structural upgrading as necessary for various loads
and load combinations (4.2, 4.8, 4.11, and 4.17).

(3) Implement modifications to the inservice inspection program for water
control structures, as required by the staff (4.10.1).
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(21) Install local indication for battery current, charger output current, and
battery high discharge rate with an alarm to be a
room on the status of the dc power system (4.24).

(22) Install redundant component cooling water surge tank level indicator and
alarms (4.25.2).

(23) Analyze and upgrade, if necessary, tanks in the auxiliary building whose
failure would flood out safety-related equipment in the lower levels
(4.25.3).

(24) Demonstrate that on a loss of residual heat removal, the solid steam
generator system with controlled steam generator blowdown is a viable
alternate method for cool down (4.27).

(25) Analyze and modify the power supply to the fire detection and suppression
system (4.27).
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I(9) Analyze and provide protection, if necessary, for various safety-related

equipment from tornado missiles (4.12).

(10) Provide restraints to the operator of valve CV 5738 to preclude missile •
generation (4.12.3).

(11) Analyze and provide protection, if necessary, for five pipe-break, locations 1
inside containment (4.13).

(12) Provide protection for electrical buses in screenhouse from pipe breaks I
outside containment (4.14).

I(13) Upgrade auxiliary building bracing (4.15.1).

(14) Upgrade structural and functional integrity of essential service water
pumps (4.15.3).

(15) Analyze and upgrade, if necessary, three safety-related tanks (4.15.4).

(16) Demonstrate by test or analysis and upgrade, if necessary, the structural •
integrity of the main control board (4.15.5).

(17) Assess structural code changes on safety margins in "as-bui7t" structures I
(4.17).

I(18) Perform containment liner analysis (4.17.1).

(19) Develop procedures to achieve cold shutdown using safety-grade systems
(4.21.2).

(20) Analyze and modify, if necessary, the procedures for the engineered safety
feature switchover from injection to recirculation (4.23.1). I

battery high discharge rate with an alarm to be annunciated in the control I
»
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Technical Specifications Changes

Some Technical Specifications were implemented during the topic review. How-
ever, most of these Technical Specification changes ars commitments that have
not been submitted. The staff's position is that these proposed Technical
Specification changes may be submitted all together following the completion of
the integrated assessment. The licensee should submit within 90 days after the
issuance of the Final Integrated Plant Safety Assessment Report a request for
amendment of the operating license to change the facility Technical
Specifications.

(1) Implement a battery testing program in accordance with Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Std 450-1975 (3.3.3).

(2) Implement additional Technical Specifications on reactor coolant activity
(3.3.11).

(3) Add the present exclusion area boundary map (4.1).

(4) Depending on the resolution of Topic III-5.A, the licensee may develop
Technical Specifications concerning the sensitivity of leak-detection
systems as an alternative to other system modifications or alterations for
locations where the mitigation of the consequences of a high-energy line
break or leakage nas been shown to be impractical (4.13).

(5) Implement inservice inspection program for concrete containment in con-
formance with Regulatory Guide 1.35 (4.16).

(6) Oevelop Technical Specifications for the component cooling water radiation
monitor (4.20).

(7) Require that the overpressurization protection system be in service before
the rsridual heat removal system is initiated (4.21.1).

(8) Oevelop technical Specifications to ensure that at least one operable
service water pump is aligned to each safety-related electrical bus
(4.25.1).

OTHER SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS REQUIRED BY THE STAFF AS A RESULT OF SEP

The staff has determined that the following improvements are required. The
licensee has either not responded to or disagrees with the position taken by
the staff. The issues are discussed in the sections of this report given in
parentheses.

(1) Provide adequate flood protection for safety systems from a flood of Deer
Creek (4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.10.2).

(2) Analyze and upgrade, if necessary, components and systems important to
safety to ensure that they are designed, fabricated, erected, and tested
to quality standards commensurate with the importance of the safety func-
tions to be performed (4.7).
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(3) Perform analysis of groundwater-induced loads on safety-related structures,
assuming grounawater leva1 is at grade (4.9.1).

(4) Perform inservice inspection of water control structures (4-.10.2; licensee
disagrees with the part of the position pertaining to Qeer Creek taken by
the staff).

(5) For one penetration, install an isolation valve inside containment, and
for another penetration, close upstream manual valves and leak test
(4.22.2).

(5) For two penetrations, close a manual valve or make it close automatically
(4.22.2).

(7) For penetrations 2Q1, 209 (reactor compartment cooling), 303, 311, 312,
315, 315, 319, 320, and 323 (service water to anc from fan coo'ers),
change Tianua1 valves to remote manual valves (4.22.3).

(3) For penetrations 12Qb and 123 (gas analyzer lines), install a second
automatic isolation valve on each line (4.22.3).

(9) for oenetraticns 201 and 209 (reactor compartment cooling), verify that
this is a safety-grade closed system in containment or modify tne penetra-
tions to conform ,. itn GDC 57 (4.22.4).

(10) For each penetrations 301 and 303 (auxiliary steam heating), acd one closed
valve, preferably inside containment.

1
g
i
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ACRS LETTER TO NRC

CONCERNING

PALISADES PLANT SEP REVIEW



' \ UNITED STATES
. -i-, (tf \ NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
—-- '> ' | ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SÄFEGUAROS

? WASHINGTON. O. C. 20S5S

May 1 1 , 1982

Honorable Nunzio J . Pa l lad ino
Chairman
U.S . Muclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, O.C. 20555

Dear Dr. P a l l a d i n o :

SUBJECT: ACRS REPORT ON THE SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM, PHASE I I ,
ANO ITS APPLICATION TO THE PALISADES PLANT

*
During its 265th meeting, May 6-8, 1982, the ACRS reviewed the results of
the Systematic Evaluation Program, Phase II, as it has been applied to the
Palisades Plant. These matters were discussed also at a subcommittee,
meeting in Washington, D.C. on April 15, 1982. During our review we had the
benefit of discussions with representatives of the Consumers Power Company
(Licensee) and the NRC Staff. We also had the benefit of the documents
listed below.

The Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) was initiated in 1977 to review
the designs of older operating nuclear power "pi ants in order to provide:

a.~ an assessment of the significance of differences between
current technical positions on safety issues and those
that existed when a particular plant was licensed,

b. a basis for deciding how these differences should be re-
solved in an integrated plant review, and •-•

c. a documented evaluation of plant safety.

The original SEP objectives were:

1. The program should establish documentation that shows how the criteria
for each operating., plant reviewed compare with current criteria on
significant safety issues, and should provide a rationale for acceptable
departures from these criteria.-

2. Tne program should provide the'capability to make integrated and bal-
anced decisions with respect to any required backfitting.

3. The program should be structured for early identification and resolu-
tion of any significant deficiencies.

4. The program should asjsess. the safety adequacy of the design and opera-
tion of currently licensed nuclear power plants. '

5. The program should efficiently use available resources and minimize re-
quirements for additional resources by NRC or industry.
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I
The program objectives were l a t e r interpreted to ensure that the SEP also I
provide safety assessments adequate for conversion of orovisional operating
licenses (POLs) to full-term operating licenses (FTOLs). "

Ten plants are now Included in Phase I I of the SEP. The Palisades Plant i s " •
the f i r s t for which the safety reviews and the Integrated Plant Safety
Assessment have been completed. I

We believe t ha t the program i t s e l f , i t s scope, and i t s methodology have been
appropriate for providing the information l i s t ed in Items a. through c , . I
above, and in meeting the objectives l i s t ed as Items 1. through 3 . , above. "" •

• As 1s discussed below, the SEP can only meet objective 4 . in par t . With
regard to objective 5 . , there has been a learning period. I t 1s our under* •
standing that the interact ion between the NRC Staff and licensees i s be- I -
coming more e f f i c i en t .

Of the 137 topics to be addressed by the SEP, 23 were not applicable to |
the Palisades Plant . Twenty-four topics were found to be identical •with one
or more matters being reviewed by the NRC Staff in connection with the •
resolution of Lfnresolved Safety Issues (USD or TMI Action Plan requirements. |
The evaluation and resolution of these topics are not included as a part of
the SEP. for the Palisades Plant . We believe ttfat th i s was appropriate from _
a procedural standpoint; any other approach would have required duplication I
of effor t within the NRC Staff or would have extended considerably the com-
pletion of Phase II of the SEP. I t must be recognized, however, that be- _
cause of t h i s separation of topics , a l l of the SEP objectives,- as l i s t ed I
above, have not been achieved completely at this stage of the program. •
For example, the documentation of̂  objective 1 i s not yet complete, the
integrated and balanced decisions on backfitting did not involve all of I
the omitted topics (objective 2 ) , and the assessment of safety adequacy _ •
(objective 4) i s not complete.

Of the 90 topics addressed 1n the- SEP for the Palisades Plant, 57 were •
found to meet current c r i t e r i a or were found to be acceptable on other
defined bases. In addit ion, as a resu l t of modif int ions made by the Li- II
censee during the review, two additional topics and parts of three others li
were found to meet 'current c r i t e r i a . We have reviewed the assessments and
conclusions of the NRC Staff in relat ion to these topics and have found them II
appropriate. " u

For all or parts of 31 SEP topics , the Palisades Plant was found not to n
meet c u r r e n t c r i t e r i a . These top ics were addressed by the In tegra ted | |
Assessment and have been resolved in various ways: For five t o p i c s ,
addition or modification of equipment was required for resolution; for 12 n
topics , resolution required only the development or modification of .proced- | |
ures or Technical S p e c i f i c a t i o n s ; and for five t o p i c s , a decision was
reached that no backfit was required. ' ..
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We have reviewed the treatment of these topics, and have found no reason
to disagree substantially with the NRC Staff's approach, assessments, and
recommended actions for resolution.

There remain nine topics for which the Integrated Assessment has not been
completed, chiefly because additional Information is to be provided by
the Licensee. This information consists of calculations, evaluations,
and various other srbmittals that are required by the NRC Staff as bases
for i t s assessments and decisions. None of these topics is minor in im-
portance to safety and most will not be easier to resolve than topics a l -
ready considered. The NRC Staff expects to report the resolution of these
topics in a supplemental report in the near future. Until this is done, the
Integrated Assessment is incomplete by a further increment beyond that re-
sulting from deletion of the USI and TMI topics from the SEP. As a result
our endorsement and acceptance of the SEP and i ts application to the Pali-
sades Plant is limited to what we have learned of the treatment of a repre-
sentative group of the SEP topics. If the remaining topics are treated
in a comparable manner, the objectives of the SEP will have been achieved.

The question of management performance and capability has been considered
• in relation to the operational history and record of regulatory compli-

ance .of the Palisades Plant. This is important because the NRC Staff has
recommended changes in procedure:; as remedial measures for-several of the
SEP topics. We have noted reports of relatively recent changes in managê -
ment organization, intentions, and performance. The results are encouraging
but not conclusive in view of the limited length_of time during which they
have besn observed. Nevertheless, we are satisfied with those resolutions
involving procedural changes, chiefly because we are satisfied that the NRC
Staff has exhibited a sui table level of concern about the i r effective
implementation, and we are satisfied that they will continue to monitor
management performance, at the Palisades Plant.

A plant-specific Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) was not available for
the Palisades Plant. The NRC Staff utilized a limited risk assessment in
portions of the Integrated Assessment,- in- a qualitative and subjective

•manner. We believe that this was done with appropriate caution and with
adequate appreciation of the l imitat ions of the analysis and the data
as they applied to the Palisades Plant. We note, however, that the draft
Calvert Cliffs PRA, which was utilized in the limited risk assessment, has
not been available to us for use in connection with our review.

For some plants in Phase II of the SEP, and for additional plants in
Phase I I I , i t 1s expected that more complete p'lant-specific PRAs will be
available. We believe that these will be useful and highly desirable as
inputs to the Integrated Assessment portion of the SEP.

The Integrated °lant Safety Assessment portion of the SEP for--the Palisades
Plant will be documented in NUREG-C82Q and i ts Supplements. However, the
safety evaluation reports for each of the 90 topics are included only by
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reference. Since these reports are an essential and important part eft
the SEP and constitute the only documentation of why 57 topics were founl
to meet current criteria or were acceptable on .other "defined bases, w&
believe that these reports should be published or otherwise made more genfc
erally available than simply by putting them in the Public Document.Room!

I t is expected that the results of the SEP evaluations will be among
bases used in considering the conversion of the provisional operating
cense for the Palisades Plant to a FTOL. We believe that these results wil
be very useful for this purpose. However, we defer our review- of an FT0L-
for the Palisades Plant until such time as the remaining SEP topics havB
been assessed and disposed of and the topics .related to the USI. and TMP
items have been addressed appropriately,' at least in a manner similar to
that being used for new operating licenses. •

Our conclusions can be summarized as follows:

P1. The SEP has been carried out in such a manner that the stated objective
. have been achieved for the most part for the Palisades Plant and should

be achieved for the remaining plants in Phase II of the program. •

2. The actions taken thus far by the. NRC Staff Jn i t s SEP assessment of the
Palisades Plant are acceptable. •

3;. "The ACRS.wilT defer i t s review of the -FTOL for the Palisades Plant until
the NRC Staff has completed i ts actions on the remaining SEP topics andm
the USI and TMI items. . _ . „ ; • " I

Or. William Kerr did not par t ic ipa te -in consideration of th i s matter *

Sincerely,

P. Shewmon . I
m Chairman

References: ' - •
T~. U.S. NRC Draft Report, "Integrated Plant Safety Assessment, Systematic

Evaluation Program" - Palisades Plant, NUREG-0820 dated April 1982.
2. Letter from G. C Lainas, Division of Licensing, USNRC, to P. G. I

Shewmon, Chairman, ACRS, dated f/30/82, Subject: NRC Staff Consultants'"
Review of Palisades Draft Integrated Plant Safety Assessment Report
transmitting Consultant Reports from R. J.. Budnjtz, S. H. Bush, J . M. I
Hendrie, H. S. Isbin, and Z. Zudans • •
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UNITED STATES
/- ' NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR. SAFEGUARDS

WASHINGTON. O. C. 20555 ^

August 18, 1982

Honorable Nunzio J . Palladino,
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Dr. PaTladino:

SUBJECT: ACRS REPORT ON THE SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM REVIEW OF THE
R. E. GINNA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

During its 267th meeting, July 8-10, 1982, the ACRS reviewed the results
of the Systematic Evaluation Program, Phase II, as it has been applied to
the R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant. These matters were also discussed
during a Subcommittee meeting in Washington, D.C. on June 3, 1982. During
our reviews, we had the benefit of discussions with representatives of
the Rochester Gas' and Electric Corporation (Licenses) and the NRC Staff.
We also had the benefit of the documents listed below. We completed our
report regarding this matter during the 268th meeting, August 12-14-, 1982.

Our first review of Phase II of the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) was
carried out in connection with its application to the Palisades Plant. Our
findings from that review were addressed in a letter to you dated May 11,
1982. Our continuing review of the SEP, in relation to the Ginna Plant, has
resulted in no changes in our previous findings and comments as they relate
to the SEP program in general. Mr. William J. Dircks responded to some of
those comments in a letter dated June 7, 1982. We find his response accept-
able.

The remainder of this letter relates specifically to the SEP review of
the Ginna Plant.

Of the 137 topics to be addressed in the SEP, 21 .were not applicable to
the Ginna Plant, and 24 were deleted from the review because they ware being
•reviewed generically under either the Unresolved Safety Issues (USI) program
or the TMI Action Plan. Of the 92 topics addressed in the Ginna Plant
review, 58 were found to meet current NRC criteria or to be acceptable on
another defined basis. Seven topics were later added to this category as a
result of modifications made or committed to by the Licensee during the
review. We have reviewed the assessments and conclusions of the NRC Staff
relating to these topics and have found them appropriate.

For all or part of the remaining 27 SEP topics, the Ginna Plant was found
not to meet current criteria. These topics were addressed by the Integrated
Assessment and have been resolved to various degrees and in various ways.

08230274 9208 ie
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The Integrated Assessment has not yet been completed for portions of seven
topics; for which additional information must be provided by the Licen-
see. This information includes the results of studies, calculations, and
evaluations that are required by the NRC Staff for its assessments and
decisions. Six of.these topics relate to structural design and the Licen-
see has proposed a coordinated program for their resolution. The NRC
Staff has agreed to this program. The resolution of these topics will be
addressed by the NRC Staff in a supplemental report that will be available
for review in connection with the application for a Full-Term Operating
License (FTOL) for the Ginna Plant.

For portions of ten topics included in the Integrated Assessment, the NRC
Staff concluded that no backfit is required. We concur.

For the remaining topics for which the assessment has been completed, the
NRC Staff requires the addition or modification of structures or equipment,
or the* development or modification of procedures
tions. Except for the three topics discussed below,
to the resolution required by the NRC Staff.

or technical specifica-
the Licensee has agreed

One area of disagreement relates to the groundwater level and the associ-
ated hydrostatic pressures that ths structures below grade must withstand.
The plant was designed assuming a groundwatar elevation of 250 ft. Although
limited observations from borings, have shown the groundwater to be near
that elevation, there has been no program of continuing measurement to
demonstrate that the level does not exceed 250 ft. during periods of pro-
longed precipitation. In the absence of such a program, the NRC Staff
has determined that the effects of groundwater should be evaluated for
an assumed elevation at the surface of the ground, approximately 270 ft.
for the structures of .interest. We believe that such an evaluation should
be made. We recommend that acceptability of the structures be based on "no
loss of function" and not on arbitrary limits of stresses computed using
linear-elastic assumptions.

A second topic for which resolution has not been reached relates to flooding
of the site by Deer Creek, a small stream flowing into Lake Ontario in the
vicinity of the plant. Flooding from Deer Creek was not considered when the
plant was originally licensed; Lake Ontario was the only source of flooding
considered by the Applicant and the AEC Staff at that time. Neither the NRC
Staff nor the Licensee consider this question to be resolved, nor do we.
Since flooding is an important matter that may have implications for other
operating plants, we plan to continue our review of flood criteria, both for
the Ginna Plant and on a more generic basis, and to provide our comments or
recommendations when that review is completed.
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The t h i r d t op i c fo r which agreement has not yet been reached concerns
several containment isolat ion valves that do not satisfy the requirements
of General Oesign Criterion No. 57. In view of the generally acceptable and
well-considered manner in which the NRC Staff has evaluated the numerous
other topics related to isolat ion valves, we believe that th is topic should
be resolved in a manner satisfactory to the NRC Staff .

As was the* case for the Palisades Plant, a plant-specif ic Probabil ist ic
Risk Assessment (PRA) was not ava i lab le fo r the Ginna Plant. In i t s
absence, the NRC Sta f f made carefu l and conservative use of a l im i t ed
and essential ly qual i ta t ive r isk assessment, based in part on the Reactor
Safety Study, f o r a three- loop Westinghouse plant and in part on the
Interim Re l iab i l i t y Evaluation Program PRA for the Crystal
two-loop Babcock & Wilcox plant. From even th is
clear that many of the decisions involved in the

River Plant, a
limited usa of a PRA, it is
SEP could be made much more

rat ional ly i f p lant-speci f ic PRAs were avai lable.

Our conclusions can be summarized as fol lows:

1 . The SEP has been carried out in such a manner that the stated objectives
have been achieved for the most part for the Ginna Plant and should be
achieved for the remaining plants in Phase I I of the program.

2. The actions taken thus far by the NRC Staff in its SEP assessment of
the Ginna Nuclear Power Plant are acceptable.

3. The ACRS will defer its review of the FTOL for the Ginna Plant until the
NRC Staff has completed its actions on the remaining SEP topics and the
US I and TMI Action Plan items.

* •
Sincerely,

P. Shewmon
Chairman

References:
1. U.S. NRC Draft Report, "Integrated Plant Safety Assessment, Systematic

Evaluation Program, R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant," NUREG-032], dated
May 1932.

2. NRC Staff Consultants' Review of the R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant
Integrated Plant Safety Assessment Report including Consultant Reports
from R. J. Budnitz, S. H. Rush, J. M. Hendrie, H. S. Isbin, and Z. Zudans,

3. R. E. Ginna SEP Topic, Safety Evaluation Reports, Volumes 1 through 1,
dated May, 1982.

4. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Clarification of TMI Action Plan
Requirements," NUREG-O737, dated November 1930
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REVIEW OF PALISADES PLANT SEP REPORT

BY

DR. JOSEPH HENDRIE



Rmmmm
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES. INC.

Upton. Long Island. New York 11973

Department of Nuclear Energy

April 27, 1982

(516)282x2443
FTS 666'

Mr. William T. Russell, Chief
Systematic Evaluation Program Branch
Mail Stop 516
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

REF: INTEGRATED PLANT SAFETY ASSESSMENT, PALISADES PLANT, SYSTEMATIC
EVALUATION PROGRAM

Dear Bill: .

This letter is my technical evaluation report on the Palisades Integrated

Plant Safety Assessment as set down in NUREG-0820 (the draft report). It

fulfills the requirements of Task 1 of the project "Consultant Services to

Review SEP Integrated Plant Safety Assessment Reports." FIN A-3367, B&R No.

20-19-20-21-1.

CONCLUSIONS

I believe the Systematic Evaluation Program, as represented by the Draft

Integrated Plant Safety Assessment Report on the Palisades Plant, is fulfilling

the intent of the commission when it authorized Phase II of the program in

late 1977. I consider the staff recommendations for backfitting (and in

other areas for no backfitting) for the Palisades Plant to be reasonable and

appropriate and the bases upon which those recommendations are made to be

adequate.

At this stage of the Palisades evaluation, several of the staff recommenda-

tions (requirements, really) are for further analysis, evaluation, and testing

by the licensee. When the results of these efforts are in hand, decisions

will have to be made about possible equipment or procedural backfitting.

These decisions should be made on the same integrated assessment basis as

those reported in the draft report. These "further evaluation" topics will

need to be resolved before any proceedings on the full^cerm operating license.

A number of topics that had been listed among the 137 safety copies to
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being created generically as Unresolved Safety Issues or as Three Mile Island *

Action Plan items and are, therefore, not included in the Palisades-specific

review work reported in NUREG-0820. Also, there are two topics being treated

be considered in the Systematic Evaluation Program reviews are currently

iland

I
generically, and thus outside the SEP Program, under other programs. One of

these is the fire protection of associated circuits, being treated under |

implementation of Appendix R., 1OCFR5O, and the other is failure of main feedwater

isolation, being Created under IE Bulletin 80-04. Palisades-specific resolutions |

for each of these topics will be needed eventually. With regard to the full

term operating license, those Palisades-specific resolutions will either have I

to be in hand before any proceeding on Che full term operating license, or

the Commission will have to explicitly exclude them from such proceedings. * t

DISCUSSION

THE OVERALL PROGRAM

The Systematic Evaluation Program as it now functions was established

lace 1977, soon after I joined the Commission. Earlier work by the staff, in

1976, had resulted in Commission approval of a program to evaluate operating

power reactors with respect to then-current licensing criteria, and to document

the results of Chose evaluations and the need for any plant changes. The

staff was cold to prepare a list of safety topics to be considered under the

program and to report back to the Commission. The staff did this in late

1977 and proposed a specific group of eleven older operating plants Co be

reviewed in what was called -Phase II of the program. The objectives of the

program were, and are, Co (1) assess che safety adequacy of operating plants,

(2) establish documentation to show compatibility with current requirements

or justification for deviations, (3) make "integrated and balanced" decisions

on backfitting, (4) give early identification and resolution of significant

deficiencies, and (5) use resources efficiently and ainioize impacts on staff

and industry.

The need for some sore of safety review of che older planes in particular

had been obvious for some time. The ACRS had been recommending a systematic

review of operating plants for many years. There were always questions arising,

particularly with Congressional staff and committees, about whether the older

planes, designed and constructed Co an earlier set of safety standards, still

met che Commission's currenc regulations. Along wich che need for some assessment

of che safety adequacy of che older operating planes, ic was also clear chat
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it would be most useful to have current documentation which would show the

compatibility of the design of those plants with current criteria or the

basis for permitting deviations to exsist.

The assessement of safety adequacy by the staff for the Palisades plant,

as evidenced in the draft report NUREG-0820, is .'.n my view, a competent and

sufficient job on the items covered thus far. ttiere remain, of course, the

Unresolved Safety Issue topics and Che Hi--. 2iile._Island Action Plan, topics

for Palisades, as well as the two other 6eneric items being pursued outside

the SEP. Assuming that these will b . .reated for Palisades in the same fashion

as the topics that have been rev'.- /.d and reported upon thus far, the safety

assessment work, has been a tb . *-.gh and careful job that meets the Commission's

intent in this area.

Not every item conceivably related to safety at a nuclear plant is encom-

passed in the SEP, of course. The original culling of more then 300 possible

items for consideration down to the final Phase I list of 137'topics indicates

that very clearly. But, in my view, all of the important safety matcers are

being covered under the SEP for these older plants, and that is what the

Commission wanted.

The documentation of the assessment, which is mainly in the safety evaluation

report letters, one for each of the SEP topics dealt with in the Palisades

review, seems to me to be sufficient for the purpose. NUREG-0820 summarizes

the assessment, deals with each of the 31 safety topics on which there were

deviations and for which questions of backfitting arose, and includes in its

appendices the Sandia report on probabilistic risk assessments of some topics

and an Oak Ridge report on the operating history at Palisades. I presume

that a supplement or supplements to NUREG-0820 will be issued to cover the

outcome of the Unresolved Safety Issue and Three Mile Island Action Plan

items and also the results of current analyses and evaluations being carried

out by the licensee.

A major element in my own approval of the Systematic Evaluation Program

in 1977 was the proposition that these plant reviews would be done on a integrated

and balanced basis in recognition of the fact that they were dealing with

plants that had been operating more or less successfully for some time. I

would net have agreed to an SEP in which the review was to be done a* if it

were a new license, item by item, with all of the i's dotted and t's crossed.

What was needed in my view, if the work was to be done at all, was an overall

safsty assessment of the plant as an entity, looking for places where safety

upgrading was clearly needed. After reviewing the Palisades documents, I
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conclude that the SEP staff has done a good job in performing t.-1 t sort of

"integrated and balanced" assessment. I

Of the other two program objectives, early identification of significant

deficiencies and efficient utilization of resources for both staff and industry, f

I note that no urgent safety deficiencies were found at Palisades, so there

was no need to exercise that objective. As for the last objective, I am I

inclined to think the utilization of resources has been done reasonably efficiently,

although the job has taken a lot longer then originally projected. Three I

Mile Island bears a substantial responsibility for this, of course.

I conclude that the staff, in carrying out the Systematic Evaluation j

Program assessment of the Palisades Plant, has fulfilled the Commission's

intent as reflected in the major program objectives laid down in the staff _ j

papers that are the basis for the SEP. '

POL-FTL CONVERSION J

One of the Commission's aims in establishing the SEP was that the safety

assessment work and its documentation would serve as a primary basis for the- |

conversion of provisional operating licenses held by five of the plants in

Che Phase II program to full term operating licenses. I recall, in fact, I

that this was a major consideration for me in approving the program. Those

provisional operating licenses, automatically renewed every 18 months, had j

long been an embarrassemnt. Conversion to full term operating licenses was

going Co be necessary at some point, and the sooner the better. The SEP effort

offered precisely the kind of safety review chac was needed for the conversion,

,( that is, one which cook an integrated view of the whole plant and Its operations

from a safety standpoint.

The material at hand from Che Palisades SEP review will be Che primary

documencacioc of Che staff work and Che plane status in going forward with

conversion of Che Palisades Provisional Operation. License. The material

developed thus far will serve the purpose, I think. This objective of the

SEP, Chen, is also being achieved. There are various pares of the review

chac are still Co come, of course. The resulcs of licensee evaluations,

analyses, and tests now being done will have Co be considered and any

possible backficcing matters seeded and documented in a supplement to

NUREG-0820. There are two matters being treated generically under other

programs that are, nevsrcheless, listed among the Palisades SEP topics.

These are Che fire protection of associated circuits and main feed Water

isolation. I presume that both of these will be resolved for Palisades
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specificalLy and Che results of chose resolutions included in the Palisades

POL-FTL conversion documents. Then there are the major outstanding items,

the Unresolved Safety Issue topics and the Three Mile Island Action Plan

topics that are being treated generically under those two programs and

outside the SEP. These include important safety topics for Palisades.

The POL-FTL conversion proceedings for Palisades cannot go forward

until the results of the USI and TMI resolutions for Palisades are docu-

mented, unless the Commission specifically removes these matters from con-

sideration in the POL-FTL conversion proceedings. This latter course is a

possible one and would be justifiable on the basis that when the generic

resolutions of che USI and TMI topics are achieved, the operating license

(possibly a full-term licence by that time) for Palisades would be amended .

to include chose resolutions.

Although it is a possible course and could be justified as noted, I

am inclined against it if there is any hope of achieving Palisades-specific

resolutions of che outstanding USI and TMI topics. The reason is chat

setting them aside for later creacment as license amendments exposes che

process Co a second possible hearing when Che USI and TMI amendments co

the license are imposed. I expect chat on most occasions these days when

the opportunity for a hearing is offered, there will be a hearing. So, ir

would be handy all around if the USI and TMI outstanding topics could be

resolved for Palisades on a schedule chat would allow cheir inclusion in

the proceeding on the POL-FTL conversion.

THE STAFF SAFETY REVIEW

The Palisades Plant was reviewed against the 137 SEP safety topics.

These are listed in Appendix A of the draft report. These 137 copies were

sorted out in early 1977, following Commission approval of che initial SE?

proposal and in preparation for che October 1977 paper co che Commission,

la spice of cheir age, it strikes me chat che 137 safety topics still fora

an appropriate list of areas for review of these older plants.

Of the 137 topics, 23 are not applicable to Palisades and were deleted

from che review. In addition, 24 topics were deleted from che Palisades

review because they are being covered generically under the Unresolved

Safety Issues or the Three Mile Island Action. Plan programs. The remaining

90 topics are reported upon in Che draft report NUREG-0820.

The 137 SEP topics are heavily oriented coward design maccers. Only
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three are specific to the operation of the plant per se. These are XIII-1,

Conduct of Operations; XIII-2, Safeguards/Industrial Security; and XVII,

Operational Quality Assurance Program. The first, Conduct cf Operations,

is a TMI issue and is not treated in the diaft report. (There is, however, |

a report commissioned by the SEP from Oak Ridge National Laboratory on the

Palisades operations: This is given fn Appendix F of the draft report.) |

The other two topics are covered in the Palisades review, and both were

found Co be satisfactory. I

The 90 topic reviews came out in one of three ways: (1) Palisades

either is consistent with, or equivalent to current licensing criteria. 57 I

of the topic reviews came out this way. (2) Palisades is not consistent

with current licensing criteria, but the licensee has implemented or committed |

to implement equipment or procedural changes that make ic consistent with '

or equivalent to current criteria. Two topics came out this way. (3) ,.

Palisades is not consistent with current licensing criteria and che topic II

was turned over to a staff team for a integrated assessment and possible

baclcfitting recommendations. 31 cf the topics fell into this cacegory. £

No urgent safety problems were identified of a nature chat required immediate

action. Current licensing criteria are taken from the current Standard I

Review Plan (July, 1981).

In 14 of the 31 topics for which backfitting was a possibility, a J

probabilistic risk assessment was found to be possible either on the whole

topic or on some subsection of it. The risk assessment was done on a j

relative basis by Sandia Laboratories. Sandia compared the Palisades as-

is system with a backfitted system to obtain a measure of the reduction in j

risk (primarily in the probability of occurrence) that might follow from

backfitting. The Sandia report is included in NUREG-0820 as Appendix 0. .

Since there is no complete probabilistic risk assessment for Palisades, or

even.for a Combustion Engineering plane, the Sandia work had to depend on

an unpublished risk assessment for Calvert Cliffs as a baseline. The re-

sulting assessments of safety importance and of benefit in risk reduction

from backfitting are necessarily rough but are still useful inputs to be

considered in the overall assessment of the topic.

The results of the integrated assessment of the 31 safety topics in

which Palisades had significant deviations from current licensing criteria

may be tallied as follows. The 31 topics include a number of topics which

have several sections chat had Co be treated essentially as separate reviews.

If one counts all of these separable issues, the 31 tonics become 53 subtopics
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or issues. Of Che S3 issues considered:

- 2 are being Created generically outside che SEP,

- 23 were found to require no backficcing measures, and

- 33 were found Co require some backficcing measures.

Of Che 33 issues that were found Co require some backficcing measures:

- 7 required equipment changes or additions,

- 14 required procedural changes or additions, and

- 12 required further ana-Lysis, evaluation, or testing, which could

lead in turn to requirements for equipment or procedural changes

or addicions.

Of che 21 equipment or procedural changes and addicions, 12 led to

new Technical Specifications being required..

In addition, during the review, che licensee made or committed to

various equipment changes and modifications under 5 topics. These would

have added to the 31 topics or che 53 issues if chey had not -been fixed

during che review.

So, che incegrated assessment team has, thus far, required equipment

changes or additions in only 7 out of 58 safety issues before it. In

addition, in 14 cases, issues were settled by procedural changes or additions.

Nevertheless, it seems clear that the integrated assessment team has not

come down blindly for backfitcing no macter what the cost or safecy benefic.

The October, 1977 staff paper, which was Che basis of Commission

approval of Phase II of Che SEP, noced thac when deviations from currenc

licensing criceria were identified chere were a number of alteratives or

combinations of Che same that would be considered as a basis for acceptability.

These included acceptance of che deviation as not -significantly decreasing

Che safecy level, use of non-safety grade systems co perform safecy functions,

administrative or procedural changes to enhance safecy syscem reliability,

augmented surveillance programs for che same purpose, and selected back-

fitting. Deviations from currenc criteria were to be acceptable if the

scaff evaluation showed thac the plane would respond satisfactorily co che

various design basis events anri che probability of those or che consequences

were not significantly higher Chan for planes licensed in accordance with

currenc criteria.

In reviewing the safety evaluations of che 31 copies where significant

deviations have been idencified, I conclude chat che SEP staff has followed

that direction faithfully. They have looked carefully at che risk reduction

and safecy benefic co be achieved ty any changes and have utilized all of
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Che available alcernacives in arriving at chese final judgements. I chink

Che staff bases for requiring equipment changes or modifications in the

few cases where that has been done, for requiring procedural changes in

other areas, and for concluding that no backficcing is required in yet

oCher areas are adequate and reasonable and are consistent with the Commission's

directives of long ago. I an particularly pleased to see the staff willing

to declare that there is no need for backfitcing in those cases where it

offers little or no reduction in risk and would have substantial impact on

the plant if required. That has not always been a characteristic of staff

reviews.

It is going on 5 years since the SEP Phase II came before Che Commission

for approval. I voted for it with a certain amount of trepidation. I had

some concern then over the staff's ability to do a balanced assessment on

an older operating plane and Co come up wich results chac were meaningful

from a safety standpoint and did not simply end up requiring • total conformance

wich current cricev-.a regardless of the safecy benefits. Thac concern did

not abate much in < M*. years following and I used to confront Che brighc-

eyed proposers c c S£P Phase III wich Che direccion ca go back and produce

something from ''r .*». II and Chen we would see. Now we have the first

produce from Ph£.'« II. I chink it is a good job. My compliments co Che

scaff.

. Hendrie
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REVIEW OF PALISADES PLANT SEP REPORT

BY

DR. STEPHEN BUSH



PALISAOES PLANT

A CRITIQUE OF THE INTEGRATED PLANT SAFETY ASSESSMENT
SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM

S. H. Bush

Since Palisades is the first plant reviewed under the Systematic Evalua-
tion Program, the approach taken and the criteria used to establish the accept-
ability of assessment are somewhat tentative, particularly because there has
been no opportunity to interface with authors and other reviewers. Two sug-
gested benchmarks are:

• Does the report meet the original AEC/NRC Commission Charter for
SEPs.

• Are the items identified as problems adequately described, including
justification of their resolution.

An examination of documents SECY-76-545 and SECY-77-561 provided some
insight into the approach used to handle SEP plants. The five program objec-
tives can be used as criteria for measuring compliance. The suggested approach
for handling deviations can permit an assessment of the resolutions suggested
in the Palisades report. These criteria follow.

The following five objectives of the program were established by the Task

Force:

1.- The review program must assess the adequacy of the design and opera-
tion of all currently licensed nuclear power plants.

2. The program should establish documentation which shows how each oper-
ating plant compares with current criteria on significant safety
iss s, and provide a rationale for acceptable departures from these
criteria.
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3. The program should provide for the capability to make integrated and

balanced decisions with respect to any required backfitting.

4. The program should be structured for early identification and resolu-

tion of significant deficiencies.

.5. The program should efficiently utilize available resources and mini-

mize requirements for additional resources by NRC or industry.

The planned systematic evaluation would establish the adequacy of all operating

power reactors with respect to safety and provide clear written documentation

bases for this conclusion.

When deviations from current licensing criteria are identified, the fol-

lowing alternatives (or combinations of alternatives) will be considered as a

basis for establishing acceptability:

1. The deviation can be justified as not significantly decreasing the

level of safety.

2. Use of non-safety systems to perform safety functions.

3. Administrative or procedural changes to enhance system reliability.

4. Augmented surveillance programs.

5. Selected backfitting to enhance system reliability.

• Presumably one critical evaluation of Appendix A will be sufficient on the

assumption that these items will remain unchanged in the future. While Appen-

dix S covering generic issues may change somewhat, one review as to adequacy

should be sufficient. Obviously, Appendix C will change because of plant and

site specificity. Appendices £ and F will need review on a case-by-case basis.

. Examination of Appendices A, B, and C unearthed some problems. The

wording, references and approach used with the 'terns in Appendix A reveal the

"mind set" of the 1976-77 period. Personally, I feel that some of the strong

positions taken then have weakened in the past 4-5 years. An example might be

valve lockout. As predicted some of the locked out valves have been found to

be in the wrong position so the effects of an accident would be exaggerated..
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I suspect a probabilistic approach could lead to dropping others; however, the

option appears to exist in the so-called "lesser safety significance" approach.

With regard to Appendix S as related to A, I am dt a loss as to why some

of the unresolved safety issues were ignored. Specifically, issues A-ll, A-31,

• A-45 and A-49 were not cited. If these were included, some other items would

shift to the generic packet. While I understand the words regarding folding

in the USI and TMI issues, it is not immediately obvious how this will be

accomplished.

-I suspect that the issues" in Appendix A, if written in 1982-82, would dif-

fer substantially from the words generated in 1977; however, those words can be

accepted.

SECTION 1

An item of major concern becomes apparent in the listings on page 1-7 and

in Appendix F. While the number of LERs arising from personnel or procedural

errors is not large, the safety significance of some of the events is substan-

tial, particularly with regard to loss of containment integrity and improper

positioning of safety-related valves. These events extend over a sufficiently

long period that is indicative of an indifference on the part of top management

to take appropriate action. In my opinion the document does not stress this

area sufficiently. Unless there is positive evidence of an improvement in

operator actions, I question approving a full-term operating license.

. SECTION 2

• Explanatory only—no comments.

SECTION 3 '

• The positive actions taken to resolve issues III—6, VI1-3, VIII-2, VIII-36

and VI-6 are considered appropriate. My personal opinion is that some of the

changes under 111—6 may not have contributed much to plant safety.
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SECTION 4 . - •

In essence, this section represents the actions and bases for the actions

taken including a factoring in of the PRA in Appendix 8.

Ii-l-A no comment; no problem.

II-3B, Bl.C Pending; probable backbit.

III—1 Positive actions that should provide missing information and enable

decision as to acceptability of various items.

.111-2 - A-good example of accepting alternate approaches when deviation

occurs. Instead of backfitting, it is recognized that sources of

water can be made available. Emphasis is on clearly oefined proce-

dures covering use of alternate water sources than on upgrading or

backfitting.

III-3-C The positions of staff and utility are apparent. .1 would have

thought this to be an economic problem that would become apparent

during operation rather than -nder accident conditions. I agree

with staff.

III-4-A I applaud tha decision not to backfit. It's appropriate.

III-5-A, III—6 I disagree on philosophic grounds with this item. In ten years

or review I have yet to find a case where piping failed from seismic

loads and no breaks result from an unrealistic application of the

design load cycles. Current analytic technique yield a false, picture

of piping response that seemingly is not recognized.

111-7-A No disagreement—okay.

111-7-3 Primarily a bookkeeping activity to provide analytic answers.

III-7-C I understand the need to do another examination for de1amina:ion. I

do not understand an arbitrary five-year repeat. We don't require

that on embedded flaws in vessels.

111-8-A May shift to generic.

V-5 A realistic approach. I agree with staff analyses.
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V-1Q-8 Action taken resolves issue.

V-ll-A This had potential to overpressurize and fail piping. The action

only resolves it partially since case of released flapper is not

covered.

V1-2-0, VI-3 I agree with decision and PRA value. No action required.

VI-4 Removal of threaded piping is appropriate. Other decisions

acceptable.

.VI-6 " Forced action taken—no issue.

VI-1Q-A No action.

VII-l-A A good example of use of PRA to require revision or accept status

quo. *

VII—3 DC power obviously is important. Basically handled as generic prob-

lem. Other actions based on a realistic assessment of tradeoffs.

V1II-3-A Important issue. Must assume loss of diesel generator plus offsite

power.

VII1-4 Action taken.

IX-3 Presumably fix will be procedural in nature. Not clear. Second item

procedural plus modification.

IX-5 Analytic only—not complete.

IX-6 In essence a generic backfit item.

• XV-2 I am not surprised regarding tne uncertainty in failure rates.

Basically, this will be handled generically.

' XV-12 A realistic approach to the problem.

With regard to equipment and design items, the authors addressed to a

major degree the SEP task force' objectives as well as applying the tiered cri-

teria to resolve deviations. Generally, the approach is even-handled, not

requiring backfit arbitrarily. I am less satisfied with the handling of oper-

ating history.
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Appendix F points out the high incidence of loss of power. This combined

with some ov the operator errors listed could yield a definite degradation in

safety margins.
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Future Resource** A<MocLatejy Inc.

2O0O Center Street Berkeley. California 94704 415/526-5111
Room 418

15 April 1982

Mr. William T. Russell
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington-, DC 20555

Dear
jtji

This letter comprises my report tc you under Purchase Order § DR-82-0961,
in which my assignment has been to review Draft Report NUREG-0820, "Inte-
grated Plant Safety Assessment: Systematic Evaluation Program, Palisades
Plant". As you know, I received a copy of this report personally on Apr1'!
2nd, when I was visiting Bethesda on other business. I arrived back here
in éerkeley on April 7th, and after verbal authorization from Ms. Arlene
McNulty of .NRC Division of Contracts on April 9th, I began the review process
in earnest. Unfortunately, I am departing on April 16th (tomorrow) for a
two-week business trip, so my review has had to be squeezed into the few days
between April 9th and 15th, plus the tine I put into it after I got the draft
report on April 2nd.

Regarding the mission of the SEP, I have used as primary references a pair
of Commission papers (SECY-76-545 and SECY-77-551) that you furnished. I
understand that these together comprise t.-a 'charter1 for the SEP effort. Of
course, during my two years at NRC (1973-30) I learned a lot about the SEP
and therefore have considerable additional background as to its goals, methodo-
logy, and constraints.

While I have nothing *n writing telling me my own scope of work, I have read
the scopes of work for two other reviewers (Drs. Bush and Hendrie), and I have
assumed that my own scope is identical. I understand that the objective is
"to provide an evaluation of the adequacy of the rationale used by the staff in
identifying and making recommendations for backfit requirements." I have
interpreted this charter slightly more broadly, and my comments will reflect
my broader interpretation. To be specific, I will provide discussion touching
on each of the following questions:

1) Is the Palisades SEP report asking and answering the right questions ?

2) What implicit policy-type decisions do I detect in the report ? Is
their rationale appropriate ?

3) Is the review methodology appropriate ?
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15 April 19S2 • j

5) What has been included in the review that might have been omitted
without significant compromise ?

4) Are important issues left out of the review ? . |

6) How adequate is the rationale used to identify and recommend
backfit requirements ? (This question is the specific objective
of the review.) I

Because I Jiave been short on time, I have net provided herein any comments on
specific safety topics. I do have several specific" comments, with varying I
degrees of importance, which I will assemble into a coherent package during I
my trip over the next two weeks. If it seems useful later, I can provide
additional material to you upon my return, after May 2nd. i

-
A. Is the Palisades SEP Draft Report asking and answering the right questions ? ,

In a narrow sense, I believe that the answer to this question is affirmative:
that is, the original charter seems to emphasize reviewing the older plants
against modern review criteria (the modern Standard Review Plan, modern rsgu- I
latory guides and standards, etc.),- with the subsidiary goal that for plants ™
with Provisional Operating Licenses the SEP review would form part of the basis
for conversion to Full Term Operating Licenses. To the extent that these I
objectives have guided the SEP effort, they have been quite successfully ful- I
filled, in my view. I find that there has been a systematic analysis of the
areas where the Palisades plant review, were it being conducted by the NRC i
staff today, would have been different: in some areas the review procedure j
would have been different, and in others the plant or its operating, procedures
. would have been different. • ,

When I used the word 'narrow' in the first sentence of the paragraph above, I
meant it in its purest fora: that is, I realize that it is extremely important
that every item on the 'list' be discussed properly, and its resolution docu- i
mented. I find that the draft report has accomplished this effectively. As one f

who has generally been uncomfortable with the (apparently ubiquitous) need to
get papers into the file covering every gnat's eyebrow, I find the detail containe< j
in some of the explanations and resolutions to be a little extreme .... but I
do recognize the legitimate reason for this, namely that bringing Palisades into
line and up-to-date with the large number of newer operating units is important ,
in its own right, - ' I

My discomfort arises from the following perception: I personally believe, and
have believed for some time, that plants such as Palisades have been built and j
operated in a manner that assures "adequate protection of the public health
and safety", in the sense that the NRC Commissioners and staff have used that
phrase or its generalized counterparts like 'no undue risk'. However, this
belief does not rest upon specific, weilrfounded grounds except for the strongly
affirmative safety record of the industry to date; therefore, analyses that
tend to confirm it are always important. In this regard, one philosophical
rationale for undertaking the Systematic Evaluation Program has been to look at
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older plants like Palisades, attempting to uncover any safety concerns that
might cast doubt on the "adequate protection" determination. In this
regard I have reached two conclusions after reading the draft SEP report.
The first is that none of the safety issues treated seem in my view to have
turned out to be highly important to safety, after analysis .... and this
conclusion comforts me a good deal: I can almost hear myself breathing more
easily. Second, and in some ways more significant, is my conclusion that
a few quits.important .safety issues are absent fromthe analysis in this draft
report '. I elaborate as follows: if somebody asked me_ for my personal
opinion about what safety issues might compromise the judgment thai: Palisades
poses no undue risk, I would list several items that are broadly encompassed
by the USI (Unresolved Safety Issues) and TMI (Three Mile Island Action Plan)
categories. Thus, I continue to be worried about things like systems inter-
actions (USI A-17), station blackout (USI A-44), control systems issues (USI
A-47), the full range of human factors concerns, and the dependency of safety
systems on crucial support functions like instrument air, service water, and
electrical distribution buses of uncertain reliability.

The fact that NRC is systematically addressing these USI and TMI issues gives
me comfort. In my view it is very likely that all of them will be resolved
sooner or later, that all of our plants will somehc.v be safer because of it,
and that the safety imporvements will be highly coit-effective. Nevertheless,
I believe that the draft report I have in front af .ne is somehow inadequate
or insufficient to the extent that it does not hicilight this key point. I
would feel better if the report had something like the following, up'front
somewhere, to guide the reader:

"The regulatory staff recognizes that several of the most important
safety issues have not been addressed or resolved in the course of
this SEP effort, in each case because they are being coped with
through other regulatory efforts: in particular, the Unresolved
Safety Issues list and the Three Mile Island Action Plan list contain
some issues whose safety significance is probably far greater than a
majority of the issues dealt with and resolved herein."

In summary, ay answer to the question posed above ("Is the report asking and
answering the right questions ?") is that while it asks most of the right
questions, it finds itself unable to answer a reasonable fraction of them.

Phrasing my concern another way, I find a lot of what j_s_ in this draft report
to'be operating in the strange make-believe land of the traditional NRC
approach to regulation, an approach where regulation per se survives as
important separate from safety. One concrete example or this is the (luckily
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few) places where, instead of assuring by other means that the licensee
carries out a certain procedure, the staff wants a change to the Technical
Specifications. I had the impression that the staff was moving toward a
philosophy of having less specificity in tech specs .... and if it isn't
so moving, I believe it ought to ! Yet here is the SEP effort sticking
more little stuff into tech specs. Isn't there some other, better way ?

li. What implicit oo1 icy-type decisions do I diteet-in the report ? Is
their rationale appropriate ?

I detect several policy-type decisions that I agree with. Perhaps the most
important is the general feeling that I get in reading the report that
Palisades is, indeed, 'adequately :afe'. This feeling pervades the text
of the report *as I read it, and it apparently has played a part is some of
the decisions on whether urgency is required for various backfits.

•
Another important policy decision is the strong presence of the concepts of
PRA (probabilistic risk assessment) as a valuable tool in safety cecision-
making. I endorse this with delight: I feel that the way PRA has been used
is just about right. It has been used for its insights into relative safety
importance, but for not much in the way of quantitative information. (Of
course, this is partly because there has been no PRA done on Palisades itself;
the Sandia-written appendix only references a comparison between systems at
Palisades and at a mysteriously-unnamed different plant of CE design.)
The Sandia write-up on the PRA analysis is lucid, and explicitly recognizes
the major uncertainties in any quantitative conclusions.

Another key policy-level decision seems to have been that hardware fixes
should be required only if no other type of backfit or procedural arrangement
is available. I applaud this decision. Conscious, efforts to avoid unnecessary
backfits are, in my view, an important element in NRC's regaining credibility
with the licensees.

C^ Is the review methodology appropriate ?

I am pleased to report my finding that the methodology used in the report is
appropriate and adequate for the purpose. As mentioned above, I im especially
pleased to note that PRA methods have been used to rank the safety significance
of several of the issues, and that PRA insights have assisted the staff in
deciding on the importance or urgency of required changes. (I could quote
the Lewis Report here, but I will restrain myself.)

The methodology gives different depth of treatment to issues of differing
safety significance, and this is fully appropriate. I especially applaud
the concept of an integrated assessment in which a large number of issues are
viewed in sum rather than one-by-one. This integration affords the analyst
broad insights into urgency and cost-effectiveness; and affords the reviewer
or critic the chance to grasp the whole SEP analysis more fully. I think that
whoever has brought about this conceptualization of the SEP effort should be
congratulated for clarity of thought.
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I also find the approach used by the Oak Ridge group in analyzing operating
experience at Palisades to be a good one. Their logic in identifying those
events with real safety significance seems to be fully .satisfactory, and
there are some excellent discussions of specific topics (especially about
control rod drive mechanism problems and partial/full loss of offsite and
onsite power.)

The one part of the methodology that leaves me a li-ttle uncomfortable is the
linkage of the analysis, at least in a structural .sense, to the outmoded
issues list compiled in about 1977. The list itself (the definitions in
Appendix A of the report, for example) contains some examples of thinking
about safety/regulation/retrofits/NRC-licensee interactions that are today
outdated, or at least overtaken by the events following Three Mile Island.
However, the implementation of the methodology overcomes much of the
difficulty imposed by the use of the outmoded list and definitions: there
a~e several examples of more up-to-date thinking about issues.

0^ Are important issues left'out' of the review ?

I have already discussed my discomfort that several important issues are
not analyzed in this draft report because they are being coped with through
a different regulatory mechanism (USI, TMI, etc.). I understand the rationale
for this, and accept it prima facie,

I also have discomfort about the omission of a collection of issues involving
management. Specifically, I know that various utility managements are
viewed in different ways within the NRC staff: some are thought to be more
competent than others, without necessarily implying that any one or more of
them are insufficiently competent. What struck me as I read this draft
report is that I cannot, for the life of me, figure out from it how Consumers
Power's management is viewed ! (The discussion on page 1-6, penultimate
paragraph, is the only clue I found as to what NRC thinks about Palisades
management.) For all.I know, they are thought to be 'the best utility
arourv*', or 'the worst1, or whatever. Since everybody now appreciates how
crucial good management is to safety, some specific treatment of this issue
would seem tö be called for.

The same comment applies to. utility in-house engineering competence. Some
utilities have very fine engineering staffs, while others are weaker, relying
instead on outside assistance. Again, I cannot figure out where Consumers
Power fits into this spectrum, yet engineering competence, like management
competence, looms large as a key element in safety.
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Finally, the entire SEP seems to give insufficient treatment to the human
factors and control systems side of safety. Even considering that many
human-factors and control systems issues are bound up in the TMI Action
Plan list, I would have felt better had there been more discussion of
them, especially in the integrated assessment part of the report.

E^ What has been included in the review that might have been omitted
without sicniricant compromise ?

In one phrase, "not much" .... except for the apparently ubiquitous need
to cross all the t's and dot all the i's.

How adequate is the rationale used to identify and recommend backfit
reauirements ?

This is the question that was asked directly of me as a reviewer.

I already mentioned, and will repeat here, my finding that the rationale for
decision-making is fully satisfactory. I find the staff's thoroughness,
issue by issue, to be commendable. I find that the use of PRA as an aid to
engineering insight is at just about the right level. I am pleased with
the apparent decision not to seek hardware changes except in those few areas
of high safety significance where no other remedy could be identified.

Summary

I will summarize by stating that I believe this first SEP report has been
quite successful: the metaphor of the laundry list that has been cleaned
up is appropriate. Maybe Palisades can get a regular operating license now,
for one thing; and maybe the utility staff and the regulatory staff can
go on from this mop-up activity to think hard about the real issues of
safe operation of Palisades, issues hardly dealt with in the analyses within
this draft report.

Finally, I do think it is important to state my view that it is only in
retrospect, after the analysis, that one is at liberty to characterize the
SEP list for Palisades as a 'laundry list': beforehand, we didn't really know
what would crop up. So in that regard the activity has been successful indeed.

Robert J. Sudmt?
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April 23, 1982 "

To: Project Officer W. Russell
Mailstop 516
7923 Norfolk Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

From: H. S. Isbin

Draft
Review of Integrated Plant Safety Assessment

Systematic Evaluation Program
Palisades Plant
Draft NUREG-0820

Enclosed please find my draft review in response to your request to "...provide
an evaluation of the adequacy of the rationale used by the staff in identifying
and making recommendations for backf-it requirements." In addition to Draft
NUREG-0820, I received SECY 77-561 (October 26, 1977), SECY 76-545 (November
12, 1976), a November 15, 1977 memorandum from S. J. Chil2x to L. V. Gossick,
and a draft Statement of Work. I have not had the benefit of any discussions
with the SZP staff nor with any reviewers. Please let me know if you desire
any changes in the focus of my review.

The highlights of ay review are as follows:

• The planning used for SE? is outstanding from the point of view of
identifying safety items.

• The objectives have been well conceived; however one major objective
may have been inadvertently omitted in the NUREG report.

• The review of operating experiences needs to be updated and
augmented.

• Limited assistance was provided by the probabilistic risk assessment
for this plant.

• The reporting of the Topics and the ensuing approach to the decision
making, in general, are well done.

• Too many events and changes have occurred in the past three years
to be able to evaluate whether the SEP program is efficiently
and economically using NRC and Industry resources.

• An important finding is that no SE? Topic was considered to be of
sufficient importance to require a prompt resolution.
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•Attention has been focussed on achieving an "...integrated and
balanced..." decision, considering that the SEP program is being
carried out in conjunction with major NRG and Industry efforts
for implementing TMI Action Plan Items, and responding to
IEBulletins and Generic Letters. Resolution of Unresolved Safety
Issues remains a continuing activity along with mandated annual
reports to the Congress concerning identification of any new issue:
Overall assessment of safety of the plant must utilize all these
inputs.

Additional SEP supplements have been planned for the Palisades plants. Tl
Status of the SEP Topics, presented in Appendix A, is for the date April :
with some having been updated to May 1981 for inclusion of TMI tasks, US I
several IE Bulletins. I understand that no changes were made in Topic
definitions. Has consideration been given to updating all the SEP Topics
regarding status and References?
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DRAFT REVIEW

by

H. S. I sb in

COMMENTS ON SECTIONS OF JnjREG-0320

1.2 Systematic Evaluation Program Objectives

Only three objectives are presented. I believe that the fourth objective
is essential and from the referenced material I extract

"and (4) an overall evaluation of all safety topics evaluated
in the SEP and other ongoing programs..."

I would emphasize overall, all, other ongoing programs.

I assume that the presentation of the original five SEP objectives is to
augment the present objectives. Any program that seeks "...to make integrated
and balanced decisions with respect to any required backfitting" and to
"...efficiently use available resources and minimize requirements for additional
resources by NRC or industry "merits our standing ovation.

A variety of actions taken during the last three years on generic matters,
including the TMI related items, have considerably altered priorities. In my
review, I have chosen to focus on what elements need to be included to achieve
the "...integrated and balanced..." backfitting decisions.

1.4 Summary of Operating History and Experience

This section is inadequate because it is not updated.

The ORNL detailed review is a worthy study up to and including the year
1979 and represents an "external" appraisal. More emphasis needs to be given
on implementation of corrective actions.

The summary of Escalated Enforcement Actions presents significant events
through March 1981. I suggest including more "internal" reviews, including the
Region III "Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance" (SAL?), and the
periodic Inspection Reports by the resident inspector(s) and by the special
teams. The updating might include the Licensee's Annual Report of Changes,
Tests and Experiments.
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The listing of the civil penalties and orders is not as important as the
thorough evaluation of the Licensee's response in terms of corporate policies,
management and staff control measures, training and requalification programs,
procedures, and quality assurance. What are the lessons learned and how are
the improvements being implemented? Are these actions contributing to overall
plant safety?

Corrective features are embodied in the TMI Action Plan, analysis and
feedback of operating experiences must be achieved in a realistic program.

The SEP report does hot reflect any improvements in training nor even the
considerable augmentation of staff (which I assume must be taking place).

I
I
I
I
I
I
9

In my opinion, it is too early for the NHC to reference INPO reports and
documents; however, if the Licensee has made or is staking 'improvements as a
consequence of INFO evaluations, such information assists in making "...balanced
and integrated..." decisions.

Programs involving SEE-IN and NOTEPAD should be checked for updating
operating experiences and reference should be made to the NSC Generic Letter
32-04. Have the SE? reviewers made any use of the improvements underway on
handling and managing the collation of LERs? Is the Sequence Coding and Search
System operational?

A feature of the SE? program that I had expected to find, but did not, is
concerned with "aging" of components and systems. Have there been any dis-
cernible trends? Not all events are reportable, and .thus seme important trends
might be missed if recourse is made to ;ust LZRs. The cooperation of the
maintenance and inspection groups is needed. Are the IE Information Notices
helpful in ascertaining whether any special aginc; effects could have an impact
on safety?

2. Review Method ' •

2.2 Selection of Topic List

The identification of the more than 300 candidate items took place in 1976
and 1977, and the methods used are impressive. The process of reducing this
number to 90 topics applicable far the Palisades SEP review has an acceptable
rationale, providing all current items involving Unresolved Safety Issues, TMI
Action Plan Items, and other generic matters are to be included. The draft SE?
report indicates that a supplement is to be issued which will designate the
status of the USIs and TMI Action Plan Items. I consider this supplement to be
a key factor in balancing overall decisions to be made on the SE? items. The
magnitude of this task should not be underestimated.
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2.3 Topic Evaluation Procedures

The two methods used for the preparation of the final Safety Evaluation
Reports for the 90 topics have involved Licensee participation to ascertain
that correct information was used. I have not seen any of the SERs, but I
think that the approach used is good.

The finding by the NRC Staff that no topic identified in the SE? review
required imnediate action is significant.

Topics were grouped into categories regarding no further action, action
initiated by the Licensee which is acceptable to the NRC, and finally those
which require decisions on whether hackfitting is needed- This approach is
logical.

2.4 Integrated Plant Safety Assessment

The overall planning of the SEP. review to achieve a "...balanced and
integrated..." decision on each topic appears to be good. The approach used
ky the NRC Staff appears to be consistent with the designated objectives.

I was not able to judge how the SE? work loads have impacted on the
Licensee'3 resources. Nor have I been able to judge how the NRC plans to mold
the backfitting decisions with decisions made and to be made on the USIs and
TMI Related Safety Items. Perhaps this subject will be treated in a supplement.

COMMENTS ON SELECTED TOPICS

3.3 Topics for Which Plant Design Meets Current Criteria

Based on Modifications Implemented by the Licensee

3.3.1 Topic III-6 Seismic Design Considerations

The Licensee must be responding to IS Bulletins, dealing for example with
structural integrity of masonry walls and safety related piping systems. The
report would be improved if the relationships of the programs involved for the
IE Bulletins to the S£? concerns were clearly presented.
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Integrated Assessment

4.6 Topic III-2 Wind and Tornado Loadings _

4.6.1 Safety Injection and Refueling Water (SIHW) and Condensate Storage
Tanks

The approach taken by the Staff is good.

"...if the Siaw tank or condensate storage tank is lost " -

Rather than just "or1*, don't ycu mean either or both? Further, wouldn't you
need to comment, that the failure(s), in theaselves, do not produce any undue
flooding effects?

•
This is one of the few items where the TMI Action Plan, Item I.C.I,

"Guidance for the Evaluation and Development of Procedures for Transients and
Accidents," is mentioned. This SSP topic is a part of a much broader and acre
complete task, with priority en Licensee's resources to be given to the TMI
Item.

4.10 Topic III-6 Seismic Design Considerations

Once again, for an "...integrated and balanced " approach, S£? concerns
need to be factored into the broader areas being addressed through responses to
IE Bulletins.

4.15 Topic V-5 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) Leakage Detection

The rationale used by the Staff in arriving at conclusions fits the
objective set forth for SEP. Is there any impact on radiation exposure to
workers?

4.16.2 Use of Safety-Grade Systems for Safe Shutdown

On page A-42, modification of the Branch Technical Position RS3S-1 is
being suggested. What is the current status?

4.19 Topic VI-3 Containment Pressure and Heat Removal Capability

The emphasis of this resolution is on the capability of the containment to
withstand the increased pressure resulting from a two-steam aenerator blowdown.
A "...balanced and integrated..." approach should avoid axacerbating other
possible issues. For example, would there by any impact on resolving the con-
ctrns presented in IS Bulletin 79-013, dealing with the environmental
conditions for th« qualification of safaty-ralated electrical equipment?
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4.23 Topic VII-i.A. Isolation of Reactor Protection System from Nonsafety
Systems, Including Qualification, of Isolation Devices.

Ho reference is given to the completion of Technical assignment Control
No. 6696, nor whether there have been any continuing studies.

4.24 Topic VII-3, Systems Required for Safe Shutdown

I had expected to find a discussion on what can be done outside the control
room "...to achieve and maintain a safe shutdown condition of the plant..."
(See A-66).

The SZRs started with the general topic and then determined specific
items. Using this Topic as an example, I suggest that both*the specific and
overall conclusion be stated.

4.27 Topic IX-3, Station Service and Cooling Water Systems

Again, as noted in 4.24, not all the safety objectives given for this
topic (see pages A-77 and -73) are addressed. Further, under the heading of
Status, reference is made to proposed generic reviews and technical activities
Were these proposals carried out? Additionally, are there any current
probabilistic studies of flood hazards and flooding effects which should be
noted?

4.29 Topic IX-6, Fire Protection

The application of 10CFR50, Appendix R, concerning fire protection and
safe shutdown analysis and compliance, is a major undertaking. All that is
noted is that associated circuits will be reviewed generically and outside the
context of the SEP.

Additional Comments on Achieving An

'...integrated and balanced..." Decision

From the descriptions given of the methods used to identify topics of
safety significance in Phase I of S2P, I conclude that the identification
process was thorough, at least for the conditions known up to and including
1977. I appreciate the need for restricting expansion of the topics so that
designated goals can be assigned. The developers of SEP recognized that
resolution of generic items would proceed independently of SEP, but that some-
how there would be an intcgrationof emerging NRC positions into an effective
and efficient molding for the "...final safety assessment of the pxant." Since
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the approach to the
deletion of "final".

'final" safety assessment say be asymptotic, I recommend

I

Supplements are to be issued to present the status of the generic items.
Additionally, the NBC, in special reports to the Congress, prepares the
"Identification of New Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power
Plants." For example, NUSEG-070S, March 1981, identified four new CJSIs and
listed a number of candidate issues for consideration as USIs. (I have net
seen the 1982 report.) Along with the moving target of USIs, SE? reviewers
need to include the TMI Action Plan Items, a variety of IE 3ulletir.s, and
Generic Letters. Attention has to be given to the management and incorporation
of the information being generated into overall safety assessments.

The " — integrated and balanced approach " shouid recognize the concerns
of the Licensees regarding any possible unwarranted diversion of engineering
staff from needed tasks. For example, see NUHEJ-0839, "A Survay by Senior NRC
Management to Obtain Viewpoints on the Safety Impact of Regulatory Activities
from Representative Utilities Operating and Constructing Nuclear Power Plants,"
August 1981. On the other hand, a dissenting viewpoint within the ITRC, such
as given by Denetrious L. Basdekas (published in the Minneapolis Star and
Tribune, April 9, 1982) cannot go unchallenged, particularly when he writes
that "...the government and industry are unable or unwilling to deal honestly
and urgently with far reaching nuclear-safety problems." I know in .the cast
that dissenting views were acknowledged and answered. Perhaps this has already
been done for the present case.

• Peripheral issues may need to be included. For example, proposed changes
for Technical Specifications purport to reduce the number and level of detail
in the technical portion and permit the use of a supplementary category. The
criteria being developed for these changes should be consulted before implementing
resolution of S2P Topics through added Tech Specs.

Only a limited, but useful, application could be made of the probabilistic
risk assessment study for this plant. Considering the large NEC budgeted
research in this area for the past several years, the emphasis on development
of methodologies, and the various current applications, I expect more feedback
into the SSP activities.
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April 28, 1982

Mr. W. Russell
SE? Project Manager/Technical Coordinator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Review of SEP Integrated Plant Safety Assessment Report

References: 1) SECY 76-545
2) SECY 77-561
3) 1IUREG-0820, Integrated Plant Safety Assessment,

Systematic Evaluation Program - Palisades Plant,
Consumers Power Company, Docket No. 50-255

Dear Mr. Russell:

In accordance with your request I have reviewed the Palisades SE? program
and offer the following comments.

At present, the SE? Program appears to be well organized and well managed.
The referenced documents summarizing Palisader SE? review provide a comprehen-
sive historical review of the entire SE? program since its inception in
February, 1978 by the KRC.

Significant amount of thought and ffort has been put in development of
the procedure for SEP. The procedure a.» shown on Figures 1 to 3 was constructed
from the Referenced Documents and from various personal conversations with
the SEP Program Staff. As it can be seen from Figures 1 to 3, the procedure is
generally well defined and at the completion should lead to the satisfaction
of the Commission's goals for the SE? program.

In order co make the Integrated Assessment process nore responsive to
reviewers related human factors, procedure blocks following item (1) (circled)
should be provided wich more specific guidelines as co che incerfacing between
SE?, USI, TMI Action Plan, and other personnel involved in the remaining steps
of che procedure. This implies chac che Final Incegrated Assessment Report
(FIAR) should be a joinc effort of SE?, USI, TAl Action Plan, and others.
Details in NUSEG-Q32Q show that such interaction took place for topics of
concern co various programs (supplement to NUREG-0320 for resolution of USI,
Til Action Plan, and other items, for example).
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SEP review for Palisades, NUREG-0820, is comprehensive and engineering
arguments are sound. Following this procedure, Figure 1, 24 copies exit ir
(1) identified as generic iteas related to USI and TM1 Action Plan_, 23 tzzz~z
exit at (2) because these are not applicable to Palisades and 90 topics re_. :
(3) where the-actual review of SEP topics for Palisades begins. It is nc*
identified in NUREG-0820 how aany topics were handled by Method 1 and how -zz.y •
by Method 2. However, at the seep A (Disposition of Topics), all but 31 were
left for backfit candidacy, the remaining 59 having been put in one of the
categories 1 to 3. None of the topics fell in che category 4 (i.e. , safety
significant departure), requiring prompt action. I find chat technical arguments
leading to distribution of topics to various categories are acceptable.

With respect to Topics in the group of Integrated Assessment, Sections 4.1
to 4.31 of UUREG-G320, represent the Draft Integrated Assessment Report (DIAR).
Since Licensee response and resolution for most Integrated Assessment Topics
is already contained in NUREG-0820, it also represents Filial Integrated Assess-
ment Report (FIAR). However, there is no integration of 24*USI and T)H Action
Plan SEP Topics until supplement to NUREG-0820 is issued. This Supplement
will also fora the basis for conversion from POL to FTOL. In other vords,
it appears that for Palisades the procedure shown in Figures 1 to 3 was not
followed strictly, or stated otherwise, actual Palisades review procedure
indicates that plant and licensee specific circumstances aay require flexibility
in the procedure itself.

With respect to the specific topics reviewed in KUREG-0820, I offer the
following additional comments.

For 14 of 31 topics slated for Integrated Assessment, risk assessment
by Sandia (SAI) (using Calvert Cliffs unreleased PRA) provided useful insight
in relative value of backfits, i.e., it provided logicsl support for engineering
judgment in complicate situations.

Similarly, an extensive use of che plant operating experience in
support of engineering judgment is probably che best decision made by the
SEP staff. This practice should be followed in che review of other SEP
plants.

My overall impression of Palisades SEP Review is that considerably core
sound engineering effort has been put in Palisades SEP review, in particular
in terms of proper understanding of design, processes and consequences
involved, than maybe normally done during regular licensing review process,
(SEP Topic list covers essentially all safety related design aspect of ^
nuclear power plant). The process however, is not complete until all open
items are resolved in an integrated x.anner.
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Topic V-ll.B is listed in Section 3.1 (final list of 90 topics for
...iisades), but it is not referred to in Sections 3.2 (topics meeting current
zisign criteria), 3.3 (meets current criteria because of modifications
implemented by .the licensee), or Section 4.1 (Integrated Assessment Topics).
I believe the substance of Topic V-ll.B is addressed in Section 4.16.

I as particularly impressed vith the discussion of high and low pressure
fluid systems interaction of Sections 4.16 and 4.17. Of the proposed correc-
tive alternatives, Staff's alternative 2 is the best choice in my opinion.

Section 4.7, Topic III-3.C discusses inspection program for water
control system structures. I find the five year inspection frequency proposed
by the licensee not technically sound (icing season cooes once a year).

With respect co Topic III-5.4 (Section 4.9) I am not a strong believer of
rigid piping systems. Accordingly, I suggest that the number of pipe whip
supports (for postulated 200 pipe break location) should be kept at the
mmisura.

Section 4.11.1, Topic III-7.A, brings up an important, point on need for
monitoring forces in individual tendons rather than the average or all tendon
forces. Relative to the concrete crack inspection ac tendon anchorages, one
must note that tendons are always under prestress load which is the bulk of
the load ever seen by the tendon. If the tendons are lifted (for tendon force
verification), load on anchorages may exceed the load applied due to pressure
used for leak rate testing. Accordingly, anchorage concrete inspection should
be done at the time when tendons.are lifted for farce testing (if they are
lifted).

Relative to Topic VI-4, I like to point cue that che internal pressure
load on piping is less significant than the structural loads imposed by geometric
constraints of attachment points, I agree with the staff that no backfitting
is required.

Topic IX-3, flooding of intake structures, licensee proposes alarms in
control room to indicate occurrence of flooding, presumably to s i v e operator
time to prevent inundation of service water pumps. If the flooding cooes in
a fora of a 13 ft wave driven by seiche, alavta will not help to prevent water
intake structure flooding nor can the operator do much to stop the wave.

For Topic IX-5, the Licensee has proposed (by test or by analysis) to
demonstrate the operability of AlV with loss of ventilation in pump room.
I doubt that anlaysis can predict realistically the cise AFW will rensin
operable under such conditions. It might be possible to run a relatively
short duration test, observe .IT in roon and equipment and sake an extrapola-
tion froc che test results.
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Mr. V. Russell - 4 - April 28, 19S2
USNRC

Main steam line break in Containment (Topic XV-2) with postulated single I
failure is clearly an issue important to risk. . . |

In general, NUREG-0820 provides comprehensive discussion of definition, •
safety objectives and status of all SE? topics. Adequate list of references |
is provided for each topic for detail study and for a complete documentation
of the decision process. a1

I am well impressed with the work done by the staff on Palisades SF?
review.

Very truly yours,

I

'.Zenons Zudans
ces Senior Vice President

er.cls.
Figs. 1 to 3
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APPENDIX F

MHB/SKI ONGOING SEP ASSESSMENT STUDY

WORK ELEMENTS
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WORK ELEMENTS:

1. MHB will continue to follow the plans and progress
of SEP and SSEP through meetings and phone contact
with the NRC people involved, and obtain reports
and letters related to the programs.

2. MHB will attend briefings of the ACRS or Commis-
sioners on the progress of SEP and SSEP. Reports
and evaluations will be prepared and sent to SKI.

3. MHB will review* and evaluate any items identified
by the NRC in this period as being particularly
significant to safety and requiring a quick review
These items will be addressed to SKI's attention.

4. MHB will provide monthly progress reports and
copies of documents obtained in connection with
(I), (2), and (3) plus our assessment of impact
of the findings.

5. At the end of 6 months (i.e., approximately June,
1981), the progress will be assessed and the study
evaluated in terms of direction and content.
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